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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This  report has  been prepared by DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership for, and on behalf of, 
Shermanbury Parish Council (SPC). It is in support of the preparation of the Wineham and 
Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan (WASP).

1.2. This  Consultation Statement contains  a chronology of the stakeholder engagement that has taken 
place as part of the preparation of the WASP, the main issues that have emerged through this 
process, and how they have been addressed. It sets out how preparation of the WASP accords with  
the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

1.3. This  statement sets out a summary of the legislative background (Section 2); the overarching 
principles and process of stakeholder engagement followed in the preparation of the WASP 
(Section 3); a chronology of the consultation process (Section 4); a summary of the main issues 
raised through the process  and how these have shaped the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan 
(Regulation 14) (Section 5); and a summary of the main issues raised through the Regulation 14 
consultation exercise and how these have been addressed in the Submission Version 
Neighbourhood Plan (Section 6). A summary is provided at Section 7.

1.4. This  statement illustrates  the level of public engagement undertaken at every stage of the process 
and how stakeholder consultation has been key to, and positively shaped, the WASP and its 
preparation.

2. LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

2.1. The requirement for a Consultation Statement to accompany the Submission Version WASP 
(Regulation 16 Plan) is set out in the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

2.2. Regulation 15(1) states that “Where a qualifying body submits  a plan proposal to the local planning 
authority, it must include...” amongst other things 15(1)(b) “a consultation statement”. 

2.3.  Regulation 15(2) states that a consultation statement means a document which:

• “(a) contains details of the people and bodies consulted about the proposed 
neighbourhood development plan;

• (b) explains how they were consulted;

• (c) summarises the main issues and concerns raised by those consulted; and

• (d) describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and where relevant 
addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.”

2.8. This  statement includes a summary of the consultation exercise as  part of the preparation of the 
WASP, undertaken in accordance with Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Plan (General) Planning 
Regulations 2012. This states that:

 “Before submitting a plan proposal to the local planning authority, a qualifying body must - 

(a) publicise, in a manner that is  likely to bring to the attention of people who live, work or 
carry on a business in the neighbourhood area - 
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(i) details of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan;

(ii) details  of where and when the proposals  for a neighbourhood development plan 
may be inspected;

(iii) details of how to make representations; and

(iv) the date by which those representations must be received, being not less  than 6 
weeks from the date on which the draft proposal is first publicised;

(b) consult any consultation body referred to in  paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 whose interests 
the qualifying body considers  may be affected by the proposals for neighbourhood 
development plan;

(c) send a copy of the proposals  for a neighbourhood development plan to the local planning 
authority.”

2.9. The preparation of the WASP has been undertaken in accordance with these regulatory 
requirements.

3.  PRINCIPLES OF STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

3.1. The preparation of the WASP has been led by a Neighbourhood Plan Working Group, formed of 4 
members of Shermanbury Parish Council and a local resident volunteer.

3.2. At the inception of the Working Group, it was resolved that preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan 
would be undertaken in a transparent and inclusive manner. It was recognised that key to a 
successful Neighbourhood Plan would be the support of local residents  and other stakeholders. 
Intrinsic to securing such support would be to ensure engagement with these stakeholders 
throughout the plan preparation process.

3.3. This  engagement commenced with a campaign to raise awareness of the decision to prepare a 
Neighbourhood Plan. Associated with this was desire to ensure the key issues, concerns  and 
aspirations of local residents  were understood, so that, as far as possible, they could be 
incorporated into the Neighbourhood Plan. 

3.4. Throughout the plan preparation process, the Working Group have sought to ensure that local 
residents, their representatives, local businesses, interest groups and wider interested parties 
including statutory and regulatory bodies have been actively consulted and their views sought.

3.5. Given the modest population size of the Parish, it was determined to be of key importance to 
ensure that residents  were updated and contacted regularly and at key stages. Furthermore, given 
the cluster of properties around Wineham and Shermanbury, it was considered of fundamental 
importance to ensure that the plan, and the consultation process engaged with both communities.

3.6. This  aspiration can most clearly be seen, in the decision to ‘brand’ the plan as  the Wineham and 
Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan rather than, the more conventional approach of a parish wide 
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plan, use the name of the parish council (Shermanbury). This  decision is  reflected in the WASP 
logo, which serves to emphasise this approach and ensure recognition of the Plan.

3.7. The consultation process  has  included a variety of mediums to ensure both the widest coverage 
possible and maximum prospect of engagement. 

3.8. It has included the distribution of leaflets on topic areas and associated questionnaires. It has 
included public meetings  and exhibitions, all seeking feedback either verbally or in writing. These 
also incorporated the opportunity to discuss matters with members of the Working Group, either in 
formal Q&A sessions, or informally 1-to-1.

3.9. Written leaflets and questionnaires  have been distributed by hand to over 230 households  in the 
Parish, by the Working Group and local volunteers.

3.10. Consultation has also been undertaken via direct meetings with key stakeholders, interested 
groups, landowners  and their representatives, and focus group meetings of a representative 
sample of the parish residents. 

3.11. Agendas, key reports  and updates have been regularly provided on-line on the Parish website: 
http://shermanburyparishcouncil.co.uk/wineham-and-shermanbury-plan-wasp, and publicised by 
email (to stakeholders  who provided these details), leaflets and parish noticeboards. Articles  have 
also been published and distributed through local, free magazines.

3.12. Discussions  have taken place with adjoining Parish Councils  via an inter-parish meeting, and with 
Horsham District Council, in particular with the Council’s Neighbourhood Planning Officer.

3.13. The overarching principles  of the stakeholder engagement process has  been to engage in a manner 
that is extensive, effective, inclusive, fair, transparent and proportionate.

4. CHRONOLOGY OF CONSULTATION PROCESS

4.1. This  section provides a chronological overview of the consultation stages undertaken as  part of the 
production of the WASP.

4.2. The Parish Council resolved to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan during 2013. No similar consultation 
process  had been conducted in the Parish (i.e. a Village Plan) prior to deciding to embark on a 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

4.3. The section details the process of stakeholder engagement from the initial stages of raising 
awareness  within the local community in the summer of 2013, through to, and including, the 
consultation process for the Pre-Submission Draft Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 14).

Parish Fun Day: August 2013
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4.4. Early in the process, the working group agreed to research and collate the key, underlying 
perceptions  of residents about the Parish. This  was in order to establish an early understanding of 
the likely key issues to be addressed in the Neighbourhood Plan. 

4.5. In support of this, the intent to prepare a parish-wide Neighbourhood Plan was announced and 
publicised at the Parish Fun Day in August 2013. Attending residents were asked to complete forms 
outlining their views on three questions:

• What you value in the parish?

• What you feel is missing from the parish?
• What you would like to see changed in the parish?

4.6. A summary of the feedback received on the day can be viewed at Appendix 1.

The Parish Survey: November 2013

4.7. Following this, in November 2013 a Parish survey was delivered (by hand) to every household and 
small business in the Parish. It was also made available on the Parish Council website. 

4.8. In addition to explaining the neighbourhood planning process it asked for feedback on the same 
three questions asked at the “Fun Day”.

4.9. The questionnaire also sought to collect names and addresses of respondents  so that they could 
be directly contacted about progress  of the WASP via e-mail. A copy of the questionnaire is 
contained at Appendix 2.

4.10. The Survey received a 35% response rate with the key areas  of interest and concern including; 
preserve the countryside and historic sites; strengthen the community; road safety and speeding; 
lack of local facilities; and poor connectivity to surrounding areas.

Housing Needs Survey: March 2014

4.11. In March 2014, the Parish Council commissioned a housing needs survey to be undertaken of the 
Parish. This  was  undertaken by Action in Rural Sussex (AIRS) who posted a questionnaire to every 
residence in the parish (See Appendix 3 for a copy of the Survey).

4.12. A 31.7% response was achieved. These findings  have been used as part of the evidence base in 
projecting housing need in the parish over the plan period, and in particular the level of affordable 
housing need. 

Public Meeting: 12th May 2004

4.13. The results  of the Parish Survey and the Housing Needs Assessment were summarised and 
presented to the first public meeting which was  held on 12 May 2014. This was attended by 26 
local residents.

4.14. These residents were asked for their views on the key areas of concern in the parish and views on  
potential housing growth numbers to supported in the parish in the Neighbourhood Plan.
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4.15. The meeting was  also used to undertake a ‘call for sites’ for consideration by the Working Group to 
be allocated for development in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Call For Sites: July 2014

4.16. The District’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) was used as a starting point 
in identifying potential sites for development. The WASP team also contacted landowners of 
potential sites that had been identified through the Housing Needs Survey. 

4.17. In July 2014 a formal call for sites was made via the Parish website and in local magazines. 

4.18. In response to this, local landowners were approached. A total of 8 landowners  expressed interest 
in their land being considered for allocation in the WASP. Preliminary discussions were held with 
each interested landowner (or their representative) to ensure a clear understanding of development 
aspirations and to raise awareness of the WASP.

Business Forum: August 2014

4.19. There are no specific business areas within the Parish. There are however, a small number of rural 
businesses (e.g. farming, equestrian) and an unknown number of home based businesses. 

4.20. To gain information on how the WASP could aid businesses, an invitation to be involved in a 
Business Forum was hand delivered to every residence and business in the Parish. 

4.21. No replies were received and therefore the Business Forum did not take place.

Public Exhibition: August 2014

4.22. Based on the information collected from residents between August 2013 and August 2014, a series 
of ‘Parish Plan Objectives’ were developed and displayed at an exhibition held at the Village Fun 
Day and Fayre in August 2014. 

4.23. The Parish Plan Objectives were; 

• Preserve the rural nature of the Parish.

• Promote safer and more sustainable journeys.
• Provide housing to meet identified needs whilst protecting the local environment.
• Foster community cohesion.

• Protect heritage assets.
• Avoid development in areas at risk of flooding and avoid causing flood risk.

• Support small scale business growth.
• Support rural activities including farming and equestrian.

4.24. As part of this exhibition names and contact details were collected from those who expressed a 
willingness to be involved in future focus groups to be run by the Working Group.
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Scoping Report For The Sustainability Appraisal

4.25. In November 2014, the Scoping Report for the Sustainability Appraisal to accompany the WASP 
was the subject of formal consultation with the statutory consultees  and Horsham District Council. 
Feedback was received in accordance with the regulatory timetable.

Focus Groups: November And December 2014

4.26. A series  of three Focus Groups were held during November and December 2014. This  engagement 
exercise sought to establish local residents views on the key issues  to be addressed, as  far as 
possible, in the Neighbourhood Plan.

4.27. Participants were selected at random from a list of residents who had previously expressed interest 
in being involved. In total 60 residents were invited to attend, 24 did not respond to the invite and 
21 were available and willing to participate. Of the 21, 43% were residents of Wineham and 57% of 
Shermanbury.

4.28. Ahead of the meeting, delegates were provided with a copy of the Scoping Report for the 
Sustainability Appraisal. This enabled delegates  to be appraised of key background empirical data 
about the parish. 

4.29. The Focus Groups covered three main topics.

• The residents vision for the Parish

• The Objectives and Aims of the WASP
• Evaluation of potential development sites.

4.30. The consolidated results of these three Focus Groups  (See Appendix 4) informed the iteration of the 
Parish Vision and Objectives and development of the Policies and Aims of the WASP. 

4.31. The Focus  Groups also considered the 8 candidate housing development sites, identified through 
the ‘call for sites’. The Groups were asked to assess the sites against the following criteria;

• Accessibility
• Environmental considerations

• WASP Objectives
4.32. Following collation of this feedback, the Working Group contacted the 8 landowners  (or their 

representatives). They were informed of the views  and recommendations  of the Focus Groups and 
invited to take these into consideration in preparing any amendments/ iterations to development 
proposals.

Public Exhibitions: May 2015

4.33. The Working Group held public exhibitions  on the 10th, 27th and 28th May 2015. This  was publicised 
via  a notice, hand delivered to all Wineham and Shermanbury residents, inviting them to attend. 
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4.34. The exhibition boards  displayed the Vision and Aims  of the WASP, together with the details received 
from scheme proponents for each of the 7 locations (Forgate and Wychwood now presented as one 
combined site) offered as potential housing development sites.  

4.35. The Vision and Aims displayed at the exhibitions were those proposed by the WASP Working Group 
prepared in light of stakeholder engagement. The potential development sites, their character and 
composition, were displayed as proposed by each scheme proponent.

4.36. The seven potential sites displayed were:  

Site Name Location Site Size 
(Hectares)

Barmarks West side of the Brighton Road (RH13 8HQ). 1.72

Wagstaff South west junction of the A281 and B2116 (RH13 
8HA).

3.54

Fortgate and 
Wychwood

(Combined)

West side Brighton Road (RH13 8HD). 3.01

Springlands  Fryland Lane, Wineham (BN5 9BP). 1.69

Wyndham Pool Fryland Lane opposite Fixcroft cottages (BN5 9BP). 0.19

Wheatsheaf Near the junction of Wineham Lane and Albourne 
Road (BN5 9AG).

2.20

Mayfield Market Town On an area of land between Sayers Common and 
Henfield.

10,000 new 
homes and 
associated 
community 
facilities

4.37. A copy of the exhibition boards is attached at Appendix 5.

4.38. Feedback forms were used to record views and comments. Overall, 169 residents  of the Parish 
attended across  the three exhibitions. Seventy five of those attending provided a response. This 
comprised 46 general comments about the WASP and 186 specific comments about the displayed 
potential sites.  An analysis of responses by location and comments is contained at Appendix 6.

Preparing The Draft WASP And Sustainability Appraisal

4.39. In light of stakeholder engagement, collation of feedback, including under thematic issues, and 
associated analysis, the Working Group prepared the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan 
(Regulation 14 consultation). 
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4.40. Given the main objectives  and key issues raised by stakeholders, it was resolved that the WASP 
should be presented under the following chapter headings: Environment and Heritage; Community 
Infrastructure; Housing; Economy and Employment; and Transport. It was considered that this 
would ensure the WASP would reflect and respond to the overall vision and key objectives. 

4.41. The draft WASP and the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) was provided to Horsham District Council in 
November 2015 for informal review. Comments were received and the WASP and SA were 
subsequently updated. A summary of feedback from the District Council, and the associated 
changes made in light of this, is set out at Appendix 7.

Pre Submission Consultation Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 14)

4.42. The Pre Submission Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 14) and accompanying SA were formally 
published for consultation on Monday 7th December 2015. It was concluded that in light of the 
Christmas period, the consultation period would run for more than the statutory 6 week period. The 
consultation period was extended by 7 days to run up until and including, Monday 25th January. 

4.43. The Neighbourhood Plan (and SA) was published in accordance with with Regulation 14(a) of the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012. 

4.44. Publicity of the consultation exercise, the location and timing of where paper copies of the 
documents could be inspected, how to make representations  and the closing date of the 
consultation comprised:

• A Notice of the consultation - delivered by hand to every property in the Parish. 
• Notices were published in the December issues of the magazines BN5 and RHThirteen8.

• Posters were displayed on parish notice boards and A1 road side posters were erected 
on the main roads entering Shermanbury on the A281 and on Wineham Lane.

• All stakeholders who had previously been involved in the engagement process and who 
had provided an email address and asked to be kept updated on progress were sent an 
email notification of the consultation. 

• An entry was posted on the website enabling the WASP to be downloaded and offering 
paper copies to any resident requesting them.

4.45. Posters explaining the consultation process and copies  of WASP and the SA were provided at the 
following locations;

• The Royal Oak, Wineham Lane.
• The Bull, Mockbridge on the A281.

• The Hare and Hounds, Cowfold.
• Henfield Library.
• Henfield Parish Council Offices.

• West Grinstead Parish Council Offices.
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4.46. A copy of the consultation notice, emailed and delivered to local residents alongwith the posters 
publishing the event are attached at Appendix 8.

4.47. The Neighbourhood Plan (and SA) was  published in accordance with with Regulation 14(b) of the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012. 

4.48. The relevant consultation bodies referred to in paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the Regulations  were 
informed of the publication of the Neighbourhood Plan, by email. A list of these bodies  and a copy 
of the email consultation are attached at Appendix 9.

4.49. The Neighbourhood Plan (and SA) was published in accordance with with Regulation 14(c) of the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012. 

4.50. A copy of the WASP (and SA) was provided to Horsham District Council by email.

5. MAIN ISSUES ARISING THROUGH STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PRIOR 
TO PRE-SUBMISSION CONSULTATION (REGULATION 14)

5.1. As detailed in Section 4, preparation of the WASP, has  been undertaken in conjunction with 
extensive stakeholder engagement. This  has helped inform the key issues addressed in the plan 
and the policies that flow from the vision and objectives.

5.2. The main issues that arose during the stakeholder engagement exercise in the lead up to the 
preparation of the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan and its  subsequent statutory consultation 
can be summarised as. 

• Preserve the rural nature of the Parish.
• Protect heritage assets.

• Support small scale business growth including rural activities such as farming and 
equestrian activities.

• Provide low density housing to meet identified needs.
• Avoid development in areas at risk of flooding and avoid increasing flood risk.
• Promote safer and more sustainable journeys

5.3. How these issues have been addressed within the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan is  set out 
below.

Preserve The Rural Nature Of The Parish 

5.4. The Parish’s  rural and tranquil setting was identified as  an important asset which local residents 
wished to have preserved and protected through the WASP.

5.5. This  feedback was  taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives of the Plan. The 
WASP includes an objective to “Preserve the rural nature of the environment and meet sustainability 
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criteria”. The objective seeks to ensure new development will be supported where it protects and, 
where appropriate, enhances  wildlife habitats and biodiversity and where new development reflects 
and respects the local vernacular.

5.6. Flowing from this Strategic Objective the WASP includes Policy 4: Location and Setting, which 
seeks to ensure development respects and responds positively to the setting of the Parish. 

Protect Heritage Assets 

5.7. The protection of the historic assets  of the Parish was a key theme throughout the consultation 
process. Residents  of the Parish expressed the view that the cluster of historic buildings around 
St.Giles  Church, Ewhurst Manor and Shermanbury Place are important local assets and that they 
wished to have these and their setting protected.

5.8. This  feedback was  taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives of the Plan and the 
WASP includes an objective to “Preserve and protect the heritage assets within the Parish”. 

5.9. Flowing from this  Strategic Objective the WASP includes Policy 3: Heritage Assets, which seeks to 
protect the Parish’s heritage assts and their setting. 

Support Small Scale Business Growth Including Rural Activities Such As Farming And 
Equestrian Activities

5.10. There is  a strong equestrian presence and several farms provide limited employment opportunities 
within the Parish. As  part of the consultation process  local residents expressed the wish to ensure 
small scale businesses such as farming and equestrian activities were supported. 

5.11. This  feedback was  taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives of the Plan and the 
WASP includes an objective to “Support rural activities  including farming and equestrian 
development”.

5.12. Flowing from this  Strategic Objective the WASP includes  Policy 13: Small Business Development 
which seeks  to support proposals  which the rural economy. The WASP also includes Aim: 1 
Footpaths and Bridleways  which seeks  to encourage landowners to maintain or enhance 
bridleways and footpaths between Shermanbury and Wineham. 

Provide Low Density Housing To Meet Identified Needs

5.13. Local residents  were made aware of the District’s housing pressures and the need for Parishes to 
bring forward a portion of “at least” 1500 homes, to be delivered through neighbourhood plans, as 
identified in the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF). 

5.14. Through the AiRS Housing Need Survey, residents  were consulted on the level and type of 
affordable housing which they felt was needed in the Parish over the Plan period.  Results of the 
survey demonstrated a need for affordable housing within the Parish to serve existing local 
residents  and highlighted local preference with respect to the size of dwellings that should be 
provided. 
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5.15. Local residents  also considered the rural character and nature of the area should be protected 
through the Neighbourhood Plan when seeking to deliver housing in the Parish. A preference for 
low density housing was expressed. 

5.16. This  feedback was  taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives of the Plan and the 
WASP includes an objective to “Foster the sustainable development of housing to meet identified 
needs whilst protecting the character of the Parish”.

5.17. Flowing from this  Strategic Objective, the housing section of the Draft WASP includes  a number of 
policies namely Policy 8: Affordable Housing, Policy 9: Density and Mix, Policy 11: Shermanbury 
Allocation and Policy 12: Wineham Allocation which seek to ensure the provision of low density 
housing to meet identified local needs. 

Avoid Development In Areas At Risk Of Flooding And Avoid Increasing Flood Risk

5.18. The river Adur runs  through the Parish and land is  subject to poor drainage. The river in 
Shermanbury floods  during heavy rain in winter and can lead to the A281 at Mockbridge becoming 
impassable to traffic. 

5.19. Feedback from residents  highlighted concerns  regarding increased flood risk as a result of further 
development in the Parish. This  feedback was  taken into account when drafting the Strategic 
Objectives of the Plan and the WASP includes an objective “New development must avoid areas at 
risk of flooding and which may contribute to flood risk”.

5.20. Flowing from this Strategic Objective, the Draft Plan includes Policy 1: Flood Risk, which seeks to 
support development which does not increase flood risk. 

Promote Safer And More Sustainable Journeys

5.21. Road safety, traffic calming and the promotion of more sustainable journey’s was a recurring theme 
which was highlighted in feedback to public consultation events.  Residents expressed a wish for 
the WASP to recognise the importance of road safety and to encourage traffic calming where 
appropriate. 

5.22. This  feedback was  taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives of the Plan and the 
WASP includes an objective to “Promote safer and more sustainable journeys”.

5.23. Although the level of control that can be exerted on traffic polices through Neighbourhood Plan is 
limited, the WASP includes a series of Aims to support local improvements to traffic management.

6. MAIN ISSUES ARISING THROUGH CONSULTATION ON THE PRE-
SUBMISSION DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (REGULATION 14)

6.1. Section 5 detailed the main issues arising prior to consultation on the Pre-Submission 
Neighbourhood Plan, and how they were addressed in that plan. 
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6.2. This  section comprises  a summary of the main issues that arose as a result of the consultation of  
the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 14). It also details how these issues have 
been addressed within the Submission Version Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 16).

6.3. Set out below is  a summary of the stakeholder feedback. This is  identified between statutory 
consultation/ public bodies and those of local residents and their representatives.

6.4. This  is  then followed by a summary of how these comments  have been addressed within the 
Submission Version Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 16), including by reference to individual 
policies.

6.5. A total of 33 consultation responses were received from 32 stakeholders. 

6.6. Of these, 8 responses  were from statutory consultees/public bodies. None of which raised 
objection to the WASP. 

6.7. Table 1 below summarises these responses:

Stakeholder 
Reference

Public Body Summary of Comments Received

1 Natural 
England

Support Policy 2: Protect and Enhance Biodiversity. 
Acknowledges there are no designated habitats in Parish 
although there are a range Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) 
Habitats (mainly woodland) that are important in terms of 
providing habitats, corridors and stepping stones for the 
movement and wellbeing of wildlife.

Recommends Policy 2 is expanded to include BAPS, ditches 
and streams, ponds and other water bodies etc. 

Welcome the vision and objective to protect and enhance 
wildlife habitats.

Detailed plans of allocation would be helpful. 

2 Environment 
Agency 

Based on the environmental constraints within the area, we 
therefore have no detailed comments to make.

Pleased to see that the 2 proposed housing allocations have 
been directed to the areas at the lowest probability of flooding 
and that they are both located within Flood Zone 1.

Environment Agency are no longer a statutory consultee on 
'development of land over 1 hectare' (Para zf of DMPO 2010, 
Schedule 5) and will therefore no longer provide comments on 
the surface water aspects of any proposal. Therefore 
recommend West Sussex County Council as the Lead Local 
Flood Authority are consulted.  
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Public Body Summary of Comments Received

3 Southern 
Water 

The adopted Wineham & Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan 
and Horsham District Planning Framework will inform Southern 
Water’s investment planning.

Southern Water look to Shermanbury Parish Council and 
Horsham District Council to ensure through planning policies 
and planning conditions that development is coordinated with 
the provision of infrastructure and not permitted to proceed 
unless it connects to the sewerage system at the nearest points 
of adequate capacity, as advised by the service provider.

Welcome and support the requirement of Policy 1 that all 
housing development should provide for adequate surface 
water and foul drainage capacity.

Recommend an additional policy regarding Water and 
Wastewater Infrastructure is included. 

Policy 12: Wineham Allocation, recommend additional wording 
to ensure there would not be a detrimental impact on amenity 
by reason of odour. 

4 Sport England Important Neighbourhood Plan reflects national policy for sport 
with particular reference to Pars 73 and 74 to ensure proposals 
comply with National Planning Policy. It is also important to be 
aware of Sport England’s role in protecting playing fields and 
the presumption against the loss of playing fields as set out in 
our national guide.

Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport 
and further information can be found on the website.

Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local 
Plan policy is underpinned by robust and up to date 
assessments and strategies for indoor and outdoor sports 
delivery. 

If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England 
recommend you ensure such facilities are fit for purpose and 
designed in accordance with our design guidance note.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Public Body Summary of Comments Received

5 West Sussex 
County Council 

Support the focus on maintaining and enhancing off road routes 
in the Parish.

Recommend Aim 1 is widened to all routes in the Parish.

Recommend consideration is given to encouraging bridleway 
links between; 
1. from the A281 west to the Downs Link; 
2. between Fryland Lane with existing bridleway 2393; and
3. between bridleway 1785 and bridleway 1730. 

Specific principles in the Neighbourhood Plan will need to be 
tested and refined through the Development Management 
process.

Whilst the County Council supports the proactive approach 
undertaken to allocate sites in the Neighbourhood Plan, we are 
unable to comment on all site specific principles at this stage.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Public Body Summary of Comments Received

6 Horsham 
District Council 

Pleased previous comments have been taken on board.

Remain concerned about the conflict between Policy 9 (Density 
and Mix) and Policies 11 & 12 proposed housing allocations.

Remain concerned that there is inconsistency in the number of 
dwellings set out in Policy 7 (20-29) and the number of 
dwellings planned for in Policies 11 and 12.

Policy 7: Recommend Policy 7, final para is updated to read 
"Affordable housing provision shall be provided on site in 
accordance with Policy 16 of the HDPF. Where on site provision 
is not achievable a financial contribution equivalent to the cost 
of the developer of providing units on site will be provided".

Policy 8: Recommend Policy 8 includes, “open market for 
housing in the village; or".

Policy 9: Recommend "where density is less than 16 dwellings 
per hectare" is deleted.

Policy 11: Remain concerned that the proposed density is too 
low for this site and as currently written equates to a density of 
between 5.2-10.6 dwellings per hectare based on a site area of 
1.92ha. The density on this site should be increased in order to 
ensure that the higher housing figure of 29 can be 
accommodated.

Recommend wording is redrafted to state “up to …. dwellings” 
rather than stating a range of dwellings. 

HDC remain concerned about the last criterion regarding the 
access from the A281. We consider the words “via the A281” 
should be removed from the policy.

Policy 12: Remain concerned about the prescriptive 
requirements regarding access to the site. Recommend 
criterion 4 is redrafted to read " safe vehicular and pedestrian 
access can be gained".

Policy 13: Recommend "and other facilities" is clarified. 

SA Comments: Page 8: Updates needed as to the newly 
adopted status of the HDPF. 

If the Parish would like particular areas monitored (which do not 
feature in the District wide Monitoring Framework), they will 
need to undertake this in house.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Public Body Summary of Comments Received

7 Henfield Parish 
Council 

Support the thrust of the WASP.

Welcome the emphasis in Policy 1 on new development 
avoiding areas of flooding in the upper Adur flood-plain as the 
run-off would increase the risk of flooding in parishes 
downstream.

Recommend policy wording is updated to Development will not 
be supported unless… ”.  

The links between policies, aims and objectives and vision is 
hard to follow.

Support is offered  to any development which is a conversion/
redevelopment of any existing buildings irrespective of other 
policies and/or other planning law/guidance

Typo errors.

Plan would benefit from larger maps. 

8 Woodmancote 
Parish Council 

Thank you and good luck. 

6.8. A total of 25 responses were received from members of the general public or their representatives. 
Of these, 13 supported the Plan, 6 made general comments  and 6 raised concerns/objections with 
the WASP. 

6.9. Table 2 below summarises these responses. 

Stakeholder 
Reference

Name Summary of Comments Received 

9 Mr & Mrs W 
J Francis                                    

Support (only) for Barmarks allocation.

10 Mr & Mrs 
Irving

Support for Barmarks allocation. 
Do not support Wagstaff and Fortgate

11 Mr & Mrs 
Saunders

Support for Barmarks allocation. 

12 Mr & Mrs 
Malec

Commend those who have put the plan together.
Support the Plan.
Highlighted some confusion with labelling of the document as 
Plan is referred to as Regulation 14 Consultation and Draft Plan. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Name Summary of Comments Received 

13 Elizabeth 
and James 

Cunningham

Support the Plan.
Support Barmarks allocation

14 Hilary 
Livesey

Support the Plan.

15 Harvey 
Rawlings & 

Carolyn 
Armstrong-

Smith

Thank you to the Parish Council for all the hard work.
Support the Plan.

16 Michael and 
Liz Hogben

Support the Plan.
Clear document which sets out the planning options and 
recommendations for future development and policies.
Wish to see the existing character of the Parish maintained. 

17 Jim Downs Well done to all those involved.
Enjoyed reading the Plan. 

18 Dr Helen 
Livingston & 

Frank 
Haskew

Good Plan with thanks for those who have produced it. 
Support the aim to “Preserve the rural nature of the Parish”. 
Recommend the promotion of agriculture should be the main 
aim with more  affordable housing for agricultural workers.
Don’t think extra access roads are necessary as they would 
further erode land that is farmed. 
Advocate reinstating the road between Wineham and 
Shermanbury beyond Frylands Land.

19 Mrs Barbara 
O’Sullivan

Concerns regarding Barmarks allocation as;

• The A281 between the Mockbridge to the corner house is 
very dangerous. Further housing in this area would cause 
more problems on that stretch of road. 

• Proportion of houses is out of character.
• Area prone to flooding.
• There is inadequate schools and doctors places in the area. 
• Hedges overgrown and overhang in this area.

20 Mrs Barbara 
O’Sullivan

Supports the well presented Plan.
See comments re Barmarks.

21 Liz Goddard Support the Plan.
Views of Parishioners have been taken on board.
Relieved Wychwood has not been allocated. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Name Summary of Comments Received 

22 Cherry 
Hember

Support the Plan.

23 Crawford 
Murray

The Plan does not address the Parishes need for shops, 
amenities and schooling in Shermanbury.

Shermanbury is reliant on the adjacent parishes and these all 
have their own Neighbourhood Plans.

Questions how Shermanbury's  needs are going to be met 
given resources are already stretched in Partridge Green and 
their Neighbourhood Plan is not yet at the consultation stage. 

Assume the same can be said for Henfield (perhaps less 
critical) and Cowfold.

24 Mrs B 
Duggan

Object to the allocation in Fryland Lane as;
• Concerns regarding climate change and flood risk in the area.
• Lack of public transport and would therefore increase the use 

of the private car.
• Hazardous exit onto Fryland lane.
• Risk to horse riders with increased traffic.
• Recycle plant does not work efficiently and cannot cope with 

sewage from existing properties. 

Wheatsheaf should be considered as easy access to the site 
could be achieved. 

Houses must not be built in the next few years as it will 
encourage inward migration to the parish.  Recommend houses 
are limited to local residents. 

25 Mr & Mrs 
Collins

Disappointed Barmarks has been allocated. 

Concerns regarding access to the site, existing speed limits,  
significant adverse effect on road safety and increased traffic 
noise. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Name Summary of Comments Received 

26 Lambert & 
Foster on 

behalf of Mr 
& Mrs 

Kempley

Methodology used does not properly consider the needs of the 
western sector of the Parish around the A281 and closest to 
Partridge Green.

Representation highlights the good transport link in the western 
sector of the Parish around the A281 and B2116 and 
employment areas at Partrige Green. 

WASP should have had more regard to the more urban 
settlement of Partridge Green in requirements for housing 
numbers.

Housing needs of the Horsham District Council area should 
have featured more prominently in the WASP.

Mr and Mrs Kempley own a site which could make a valuable 
contribution to the housing requirements. The site is located 
west of the A281 at Part Home Farm, Partridge Green Road, 
Shermanbury (known as Wagstaff).

Development on the western side of the Parish would benefit 
the community with safer roads, helping to meet the housing 
needs, providing an appropriate mix of housing, supporting 
business growth and protecting the local environment. 

Community facilities of this western sector and Partridge Green 
can be shared and hanced for the benefit of local residents, 
particularly relating to schools and leisure facilities. 

27 Colin Ansell Concerns regarding Wyndham Pool allocation relating to;
• Impact on traffic
• Parking
• Lack of adequate infrastructure (school places and public 

transport)

Agrees access from Wineham Lane is an improvement to 
access being gained from Fryland Lane. 

Supports the existing planning permission to enable access 
from Wineham Lane.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Name Summary of Comments Received 

28 Mr & Mrs 
S.J. 

Bramwell

More suitable site to be the land adjacent to Wagstaff Cottages 
with access onto the B2116. It would provide a natural centre 
for the hamlet.

With regards Barmarks;

• It would require a footpath to be constructed or a pedestrian 
refuge in the A281 to access the existing footpath on the east 
side of the A281. Any refuge would narrow the road and 
would also require lighting detracting from the rural nature of 
the area and increasing the risk of accidents on this area of 
the A281.

• Do not believe a community hall is required. Such a facility in 
Shermanbury would increase traffic and there would be 
associated costs to its upkeep. 

• Traffic concerns (particularly access and increased speeds) 
regarding the allocation of Barmarks. 

Should Barmarks be allocated recommend it does not include 
street lighting and should be screened to maintain the visual 
amenity of the area. 

29 Mr P 
Jouanides

Highlighted and emphasised views expressed following the 
exhibition on 28th May 2015, that the reasoning behind the 
approach adopted by the Parish Council in compiling the plan 
was its desire to:

• Avoid major housing development within the Parish
• Meet the expectation of Horsham District Council to 

contribute towards the District’s overall housing numbers
• Financially benefit from Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

Parish Council failed to grasp that any large-scale development 
proposed outside of any built-up boundary would be 
unacceptable in policy terms.

HDC now have an adopted Plan and have 5 year housing land 
supply even without the NP sites.  

HDC have not set housing targets for Parishes.
Shermanbury is listed as an "unclassified settlement".

Barmarks is a green field site and therefore conflicts with 
strategic policies within the HDPF.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Name Summary of Comments Received 

29 Mr P 
Jouanides

No reference to CIL.

From 2001 to 2011 all additional dwellings have come from 
conversions of agricultural buildings and this should be the way 
forward as that form of development will continue to be 
acceptable under the new HDPF.

30 Mr Peter 
Rainier
DMH 

Stallard on 
behalf of 

land owners

Fortgate and Wychwood site constitutes the most appropriate 
location. Draft scheme sensitively accommodates the required 
level of development and community benefits sought by the 
Parish Council.

Other sites most notably Barmarks cannot deliver a cohesive 
proposal.

Ask the Parish Council to reconsider the allocation of Wychood 
and Packwood site

31 Mr & Mrs 
Tindall

Policy 1: Flooding on the A281 should be resolved before any 
development begins.

Aim 3: Questions if the 'supported' sites will have mains gas 
supplied and queries if it will be supplied to the rest of the 
Parish

Policy 7: Believes there is uneven distribution between 
Shermanbury and Wineham. There should be no more than 15 
dwellings maximum per development and in small units.

Barmarks should not incorporate any areas of soft landscaping 
as this will encourage potential traveller/gypsy sites.

32 Julia Arnold Happy with allocation information. Information provided on 
Sussex hub and services provided. 

33 Craig 
Richings

We are disappointed by its content. Would you please forward 
me a copy of the Draft Neighbourhood Plan and Sustainability 
Appraisal by email.

7. HOW THE MAIN ISSUES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED

7.1. Paragraph 15(2)(d) requires the Consultation Statement to describe how these issues and concerns 
have been considered and, where relevant addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Plan. 
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7.2. Section 6 detailed the stakeholder feedback, separated between those of the statutory 
consultation/ public bodies and those of local residents and their representatives. This  Section 
includes a summary of how these comments  have been addressed within the Submission Version 
Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 16).
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to comments

1 Natural 
England

Support Policy 2: Protect and Enhance Biodiversity. Acknowledges 
there are no designated habitats in Parish although there are a range 
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) Habitats (mainly woodland) that are 
important in terms of providing habitats, corridors and stepping stones 
for the movement and wellbeing of wildlife.

Recommends Policy 2 is expanded to include BAPs, ditches and 
streams, ponds and other water bodies etc. 

Welcome the vision and objective to protect and enhance wildlife 
habitats.

Detailed plans of allocation would be helpful. 

Additional bullet point to be included under Policy 2, 
to reflect advice in relation to BAP Habitats. 
Supporting text to also reference the importance of 
local BAP Habitats.

Detailed maps of allocation to be provided as part 
of the Submission Plan. 

2 Environment 
Agency 

Based on the environmental constraints within the area, we therefore 
have no detailed comments to make.

Pleased to see that the 2 proposed housing allocations have been 
directed to the areas at the lowest probability of flooding and that they 
are both located within Flood Zone 1.

Environment Agency are no longer a statutory consultee on 
'development of land over 1 hectare' (Para zf of DMPO 2010, Schedule 
5) and will therefore no longer provide comments on the surface water 
aspects of any proposal. Therefore recommend West Sussex County 
Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority are consulted. 

Comments noted.

No changes required. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to comments

3 Southern 
Water

The adopted Wineham & Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan and 
Horsham District Planning Framework will inform Southern Water’s 
investment planning.

Southern Water look to Shermanbury Parish Council and Horsham 
District Council to ensure through planning policies and planning 
conditions that development is coordinated with the provision of 
infrastructure and not permitted to proceed unless it connects to the 
sewerage system at the nearest points of adequate capacity, as advised 
by the service provider.

Welcome and support the requirement of Policy 1 that all housing 
development should provide for adequate surface water and foul 
drainage capacity.

Recommend an additional policy regarding Water and Wastewater 
Infrastructure is included. 

Policy 12: Wineham Allocation, recommend additional wording to 
ensure there would not be a detrimental impact on amenity by reason of 
odour. 

It is considered strategic Policy 39: Infrastructure 
Provision, of the HDPF adequately seeks to ensure 
the provision of  appropriate infrastructure including 
water and wastewater infrastructure across the 
District. The WASP does not seek to repeat 
Strategic Policies and has therefore not included 
this type of policy within the Plan. 

Supporting text of Policy 1: Flood Risk to be 
updated to support the need for the appropriate 
infrastructure to be in place to support new 
development.

Policy 12 to be updated to include additional bullet 
point to ensure there would not be a detrimental 
impact on amenity by reason of odour.

4 Sport England Important Neighbourhood Plan reflects national policy for sport with 
particular reference to Pars 73 and 74 to ensure proposals comply with 
National Planning Policy. It is also important to be aware of Sport 
England’s role in protecting playing fields and the presumption against 
the loss of playing fields as set out in our national guide.

Comments noted. 

No changes to be made. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to comments

4 Sport England Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport and 
further information can be found on the website.

Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local Plan policy 
is underpinned by robust and up to date assessments and strategies for 
indoor and outdoor sports delivery. 

If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England recommend 
you ensure such facilities are fit for purpose and designed in 
accordance with our design guidance note.

5 West Sussex 
County 
Council

Support the focus on maintaining and enhancing off road routes in the 
Parish.

Recommend Aim 1 is widened to all routes in the Parish.

Recommend consideration is given to encouraging bridleway links 
between; 

1. from the A281 west to the Downs Link; 
2. between Fryland Lane with existing bridleway 2393; and
3. between bridleway 1785 and bridleway 1730. 

Specific principles in the Neighbourhood Plan will need to be tested and 
refined through the Development Management process.

Whilst the County Council supports the proactive approach undertaken 
to allocate sites in the Neighbourhood Plan, we are unable to comment 
on all site specific principles at this stage.

Aim 1 to be updated to reflect wider support for all 
routes in the Parish. Reference to be included to 
bridleway links;

1. from the A281 west to the Downs Link;
2. between Fryland Lane with existing bridleway 
2393; and
3. between bridleway 1785 and bridleway 1730.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to comments

6 Horsham 
District 
Council 

Pleased previous comments have been taken on board.

Remain concerned about the conflict between Policy 9 (Density and 
Mix) and Policies 11 & 12 proposed housing allocations.

Remain concerned that there is inconsistency in the number of 
dwellings set out in Policy 7 (20-29) and the number of dwellings 
planned for in Policies 11 and 12.

Policy 7: Recommend Policy 7, final para is updated to read "Affordable 
housing provision shall be provided on site is accordance with Policy 16 
of the Horsham District Planning Framework. Where on site provision is 
not achievable a financial contribution equivalent to the cost of the 
developer of providing units on site will be provided".

Policy 8: Recommend Policy 8 includes, “open market for housing in the 
village; or".

Policy 9: Recommend "where density is less than 16 dwellings per 
hectare" is deleted.

Policy 11: Remain concerned that the proposed density is too low for 
this site and as currently written equates to a density of between 
5.2-10.6 dwellings per hectare based on a site area of 1.92ha. The 
density on this site should be increased in order to ensure that the 
higher housing figure of 29 can be accommodated.

To clarify how 20-29 houses will be delivered over 
the Plan period, additional information will be 
included in Chapter 5 under “Housing Numbers” to 
further set out how housing allocations and windfall 
development will seek to deliver the total housing 
required. 

Policy 7: Housing Numbers to be updated to reflect 
HDCs comments regarding affordable housing. 
Supporting text to set out how off site contributions 
are to be subsequently spent in the Parish with 
respect to the provision of affordable housing. 

Policy 8: Affordable Housing, to be updated to 
include “or”.

Supporting text of “Density and Mix” to be updated 
to clarify why low density housing is appropriate in 
this rural dispersed Parish.

Supporting text of “Housing Allocation in 
Shermanbury” to include additional information to 
further explain the reasoning for allocating 10-29 
dwellings, how density is to reflect the local area 
and the need to provide safe pedestrian access. 

Policy 11: Shermanbury Allocation, to include an 
additional bullet point re safe pedestrian access. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to comments

6 Horsham 
District 
Council 

Recommend wording is redrafted to state “up to …. dwellings” rather 
than stating a range of dwellings. 

HDC remain concerned about the last criterion regarding the access 
from the A281. We consider the words “via the A281” should be 
removed from the policy.

Policy 12: Remain concerned about the prescriptive requirements 
regarding access to the site. Recommend criterion 4 is redrafted to read 
" safe vehicular and pedestrian access can be gained".

Policy 13: Recommend "and other facilities" is clarified. 

SA Comments: Page 8: Updates needed as to the newly adopted status 
of the HDPF. 

If the Parish would like particular areas monitored (which do not feature 
in the District wide Monitoring Framework), then it may be worth making 
them aware that they will need to undertake this in house.

Comments have been noted with response to 
rewording of “up to...dwellings”. However the Plan 
remains unchanged as the policy does not wish to 
see fewer than 10 dwellings allocated. 

No changes have been made to access 
arrangements as WSCC have not raised any issues 
with highway/access concerns. 

Comments noted re Policy 13 , “and other facilities” 
to be deleted from Policy 13. 

SA: Page 8 to be updated to reflect the adoption of 
the HDPF.
Comments noted re monitoring indicators. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to comments

7 Henfield 
Parish Council 

Support the thrust of the WASP.

Welcome the emphasis in Policy 1 on new development avoiding areas 
of flooding in the upper Adur flood-plain as the run-off would increase 
the risk of flooding in parishes downstream.

Recommend policy wording is updated to Development will not be 
supported unless… ”.  

 The links between policies, aims and objectives and vision is hard to 
follow.

Support is offered  to any development which is a conversion/
redevelopment of any existing buildings irrespective of other policies 
and/or other planning law/guidance

Typo errors.

Plan would benefit from larger maps. 

Comments noted with respect to recommended 
policy wording. The Plan remains unchanged as the 
policies wish to positively support development.

Comments noted in relation to the links between 
policies, aims, objectives and aims. The Plan 
remains unchanged as Strategic Objectives are set 
out at the start of each chapter and the policies 
follow from this. 

Comments noted in relation to Policy 10: Change of 
Use, Conversion and Redevelopment. The Plan 
remains unchanged.

Typos to be amended in main document. 

Submission Plan to include revised maps. 

8 Woodmancote 
Parish Council 

Thank you and good luck. Comments noted. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

9 Mr & Mrs W J 
Francis                                    

Support (only) for Barmarks allocation. Comments noted. 

10 Mr & Mrs 
Irving

Support for Barmarks allocation. 

Do not support Wagstaff and Fortuanate.

Comments noted. 

11 Mr & Mrs 
Saunders

Support for Barmarks allocation. Comments noted. 

12 Mr & Mrs 
Malec

Commend those who have put the plan together.
Support the Plan.

Highlighted some confusion with labelling of the document as Plan is 
referred to as Regulation 14 Consultation and Draft Plan. 

Comments noted. 

13 Elizabeth and 
James 

Cunningham

Support the Plan.

Support Barmarks allocation

Comments noted. 

14 Hilary Livesey Support the Plan. Comments noted. 

15 Harvey 
Rawlings & 

Carolyn 
Armstrong-

Smith

Thank you to the Parish Council for all the hard work.

Support the Plan.

Comments noted. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

16 Michael and 
Liz Hogben

Support the Plan.

Clear document which sets out the planning options and 
recommendations for future development and policies.

Wish to see the existing character of the Parish maintained. 

Comments noted. 

17 Jim Downs Well done to all those involved.

Enjoyed reading the Plan. 

Comments noted. 

18 Dr Helen 
Livingston & 

Frank Haskew

Good Plan with thanks for those you have produced it. 

Support the aim to “Preserve the rural nature of the Parish”. 

Recommend the promotion of agriculture should be the main aim with 
more  affordable housing for agricultural workers.

Don’t think extra access roads are necessary as they would further 
erode land that is farmed. 

Advocate reinstating the road between Wineham and Shermanbury 
beyond Frylands Land

Comments noted.

Strategic Objectives include an objective to “Foster 
the sustainable development of housing to meet 
identified needs whilst protecting the character of the 
Parish”.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

19 Mrs Barbara 
O’Sullivan

Concerns regarding Barmarks allocation as;

• The A281 between the Mockbridge to the corner house is very 
dangerous. Further housing in this area would cause more problems 
on that stretch of road. 

• Proportion of houses is out of character.
• Area prone to flooding.
• There is inadequate schools and doctors places in the area. 
• Hedges overgrown and overhang in this area.

Comments noted. 

Supporting text for Policy 11: Shermanbury 
Allocation, to be updated to outline lower housing 
density requirement for the site. 

Comments noted re flood risk. However neither the 
Environment Agency or West Sussex County Council 
as the Lead Local Flood Authority have raised 
concerns with respect to flood risk.

Comments noted regarding schools places. West 
Sussex Planning School Places 2015, identifies 
Jolesfield Primary School has having additional 
capacity.  As of September 2014, there was capacity 
of 210 places with 176 children on the roll.

20 Mrs Barbara 
O’Sullivan

Supports the well presented Plan.

See comments re Barmarks.

Comments noted. 

21 Liz Goddard Support the Plan.

Views of Parishioners have been taken on board.

Relieved Wychwood has not been allocated. 

Comments noted. 

22 Cherry 
Hember

Support the Plan. Comments noted. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

23 Crawford 
Murray

The Plan does not address the Parishes need for shops, amenities and 
schooling in Shermanbury.

Shermanbury is reliant on the adjacent parishes and these all have 
their own Neighbourhood plans.

Questions how Shermanbury's  needs are going to be met given 
resources are already stretched in Partridge Green and their 
neighbourhood plan is not yet at the consultation stage. 

Assume the same can be said for Henfield (perhaps less critical) and 
Cowfold.

The WASP has sought to allocate the majority of 
housing in the west of the Parish as this is a more 
sustainable location with respect to distance to 
facilities on offer in Partridge Green and access to 
bus routes. 

Due to the modest level of growth anticipated within 
the Parish over the Plan period it is considered 
facilities in nearby villages of Partridge Green, 
Henfield and Cowfold will be able to support the 
growth of Shermanbury.

24 Mrs B Duggan Object to the allocation in Fryland Lane as;

• Concerns regarding climate change and flood risk in the area.
• Lack of public transport and would therefore increase the use of the 

private car.
• Hazardous exit onto Fryland lane.
• Risk to horse riders with increased traffic.
• Recycle plant does not work efficiently and cannot cope with 

sewage from existing properties. 

Comments noted regarding flood risk. However 
neither the Environment Agency or West Sussex 
County Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority 
have raised concerns with respect to flood risk.

Comments noted regarding increased use of the 
private car.

Comments noted re hazardous exit onto Fryland 
Lane. The policy addresses these concerns by 
seeking access to be gained via Wineham Lane. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

24 Mrs B Duggan
Wheatsheaf should be considered as easy access to the site could be 
achieved. 

Houses must not be built in the next few years as it will encourage 
inward migration to the parish.  Recommend houses are limited to 
local residents. 

With respect to the risk to horse riders, Aim 1 is to be 
extended to support the maintenance and 
enhancement of bridleways. 

Southern Water has not raised any concerns 
regarding sewage capacity at the treatment works. 
An additional bullet point is to be included under 
Policy 12: Wineham Allocation, to ensure the scheme 
layout provide sufficient distance between the 
Wineham Wastewater Treatment works and the 
proposed residential development to allow adequate 
odour dispersion.

Comments noted regarding Wheatsheaf. This site 
was assessed as part of the accompanying SA. The 
SA sets out the reason why Wheatsheaf has not 
been allocated. 

25 Mr & Mrs 
Collins

Disappointed Barmarks has been allocated. 

Concerns regarding access to the site, existing speed limits,  
significant adverse effect on road safety and increased traffic noise. 

In response to concerns raised over road safety, 
Policy 11: Shermanbury Allocation, is to be amended 
to include an additional bullet point to ensure safe 
pedestrian access is provided from the site and 
connects to existing public footpaths. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

26 Lambert & 
Foster on 

behalf of Mr & 
Mrs Kempley

Methodology used does not properly consider the needs of the 
western sector of the Parish around the A281 and closest to Partridge 
Green.

Representation highlights the good transport link in the western sector 
of the Parish around the A281 and B2116 and employment areas at 
Partridge Green. 

WASP should have had more regard to the more urban settlement of 
Partridge Green in requirements for housing numbers.

Housing needs of the Horsham District Council area should have 
featured more prominently in the WASP.

Mr and Mrs Kempley own a site which could make a valuable 
contribution to the housing requirements. The site is located west of 
the A281 at Part Home Farm, Partridge Green Road, Shermanbury 
(known as Wagstaff).

Development on the western side of the Parish would benefit the 
community with safer roads, helping to meet the housing needs, 
providing an appropriate mix of housing, supporting business growth 
and protecting the local environment. 

Community facilities of this western sector and Partridge Green can 
be shared and ehanced for the benefit of local residents, particularly 
relating to schools and leisure facilities. 

WASP acknowledges the sustainability benefits of 
the western side of the Parish and therefore seeks to 
allocate the majority of development in this area. 

Comments noted re Wagstaff. This site was 
assessed alongside other sites in the accompanying 
SA. The SA sets out the reason why Wagstaff has not 
been allocated due to the potential adverse impact 
development could have on biodiversity and road 
safety. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

27 Colin Ansell Concerns regarding Wyndham Pool allocation relating to;
• Impact on traffic
• Parking
• Lack of adequate infrastructure (school places and public transport)

Acknowledges access from Wineham Lane is an improvement to 
access being gained from Fryland Lane. 

Supports the existing planning permission to enable access from 
Wineham Lane.

Comments noted. 

Policy 12: Wineham Allocation, seeks to address 
impact on traffic and parking by seeking access to 
be gained via Wineham Lane.

28 Mr & Mrs S.J. 
Bramwell

More suitable site to be the land adjacent to Wagstaff Cottages with 
access onto the B2116. It would provide a natural centre for the 
hamlet.

With regards Barmarks;

• It would require a footpath to be constructed or a pedestrian refuge 
in the A281 to access the existing footpath on the east side of the 
A281.Any refuge would narrow the road and would also require 
lighting detracting from the rural nature of the area and increasing 
the risk of accidents on this area of the A281.

• Do not believe a community hall is required. Such a facility in 
Shermanbury would increase traffic and there would be associated 
costs to its upkeep.

• Traffic concerns particularly access and increased speeds) regarding 
the allocation of Barmarks. 

Comments noted regarding Wagstaff. The 
accompanying SA sets out the reason why Wagstaff 
has not been allocated due to the potential adverse 
impact development could have on biodiversity and 
road safety. 

In response to concerns raised over road safety, 
Policy 11: Shermanbury Allocation is to be amended 
to include an additional bullet point to ensure safe 
pedestrian access is provided from the site and 
connects to existing public footpaths.

Comments noted re community hall. Public 
consultation feedback however identified local need 
for additional community infrastructure. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

28 Mr & Mrs S.J. 
Bramwell

Should Barmarks be allocated recommend it does not include street 
lighting and should be screened to maintain the visual amenity of the 
area. 

With respect to street lighting comments, Policy 4: 
Location and Setting details how development will 
be supported where it “will not result in unacceptable 
levels of light..”.

29 Mr P 
Jouanides

Highlighted information shared at the exhibition on 28th May 2015 that 
the reasoning behind the approach adopted by the Parish Council in 
compiling the plan was its desire to:

• Avoid major housing development within the Parish
• Meet the expectation of Horsham District Council to contribute 

towards the District’s overall housing numbers
• Financially benefit from Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

Parish Council failed to grasp that any large-scale development 
proposed outside of any built-up boundary would be unacceptable in 
policy terms.

HDC now have an adopted Plan and have 5 year housing land supply 
even without the NP sites.  

HDC have not set housing targets for Parishes.
Shermanbury is listed as an "unclassified settlement".

Barmarks is a green field site and therefore conflicts with strategic 
policies within the HDPF.

No reference to CIL.

Comments noted. 

The Parish Council are aware the HDPF has now 
been adopted and the District now have a 5 year 
housing land supply. 

However the HPDF is supportive of neighbourhood 
planning and seeks to facilitate the expansion of 
settlements where sites are allocated in 
Neighbourhood Plans (Policy 4: Settlement 
Expansion). 

The WASP has positively sought to facilitate the 
delivery of housing in the Parish and contribute 
towards the delivery of “at least 1500” across the 
District through neighbourhood plans. 

Comments noted re additional dwellings which have 
come from conversions. The WASP acknowledges 
this and includes Policy 10: Change of Use, 
Conversion and Redevelopment, which seeks to 
support development which seeks to convert and 
redevelop redundant buildings. 
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

29 Mr P 
Jouanides

From 2001 to 2011 all additional dwellings have come from 
conversions of agricultural buildings and this should be the way 
forward as that form of development will continue to be acceptable 
under the new HDPF.

The Plan allows for some dwellings to come from 
windfall development to contribute to the overall 
level of identified housing need. 

30 Mr Peter 
Rainier

DMH Stallard 
on behalf of 
land owners

Fortgate and Wychwood site constitutes the most appropriate 
location. Draft scheme sensitively accommodates the required level of 
development and community benefits sought by the Parish Council.

Other sites most notably Barmarks cannot deliver a cohesive 
proposal.

Ask the Parish Council to reconsider the allocation of Wychood and 
Packwood site

Comments noted. 

The accompanying SA sets out the reasoning why 
Fortgate and Wychwood  has not been allocated due 
to the potential adverse impact it would have on the 
countryside and rural setting of the Parish. 

The SA also set outs how it is considers Barmarks to 
be marginally more visually contained and therefore 
the preferable site for housing in Shermanbury. 

31 Mr & Mrs 
Tindall

Policy 1: Flooding on the A281 should be resolved before any 
development begins.

Aim 3: Questions if the 'supported' sites will have mains gas supplied 
and queries if it will be supplied to the rest of the Parish

Comments noted re flood risk. Policy 1: Flood Risk 
seeks to ensure development does not increase 
flood risk and seeks adequate drainage capacity for 
surface water run off. 

Comments noted re gas supplies. This is a matter 
however which sits outside the neighbourhood plan.
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Stakeholder 
Reference

Stakeholder Summary of Comments Received Response to Comments

31 Mr & Mrs 
Tindall

Policy 7: Believes there is uneven distribution between Shermanbury 
and Wineham. There should be no more than 15 dwellings maximum 
per development and in small units.

Barmarks should not incorporate any areas of soft landscaping as this 
will encourage potential traveller/gypsy sites.

Comments noted re Policy 7: Housing Numbers. 
WASP acknowledges the sustainability benefits of 
the western side of the Parish and therefore seeks to 
allocate the majority of development in Shermanbury

Comments noted re encouragement of potential 
traveller/gypsy sites. It is envisaged the landscaping 
identified in Policy 11: Shermanbury Allocation, will 
include designs for soft and hard landscaping which 
will prevent illegal parking in these areas. 

32 Julia Arnold Happy with allocation information.Information provided on Sussex hub 
and services provided. 

Comments noted. 

33 Craig Richings We are disappointed by its content. Would you please forward me a 
copy of the Draft Neighbourhood Plan and Sustainability Appraisal by 
email.

Comments noted. 
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8. SUMMARY

8.1. This  Consultation Statement sets out how stakeholder engagement has  been undertaken in 
accordance with Regulation 14 and 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

8.2. The neighbourhood plan working group (NPWG) have throughout the plan making process sought 
to engage with local residents  and stakeholders. Key issues that have been identified through the 
engagement process have influenced and shaped the Vision, Strategic Objectives, Polices and 
Aims of the WASP, both in the Pre Submission (Regulation 14) and Submission Version (Regulation 
16) documents. 

8.3. In line with Regulation 15(2) (a) and (b) this Statement summarises all stakeholder responses 
received as part of the consultation and stakeholder engagement exercises; and how the WASP 
has changed and evolved in response to consultation feedback. Where the WASP has  not been 
changed as a result of comments made at Regulation 14 stage, an explanation for this  has  been 
provided. 

8.4. This  Statement demonstrates that the WASP has been the subject of robust consultation and 
satisfactorily meets the requirements of the Regulations.
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APPENDIX 1

(Fun Day Feedback)



4.6$Fun$Day$Results$

$

$

VALUE MISSING CHANGE
Footpaths A)heart)green)space)for)playing)ball Noise)and)terrible)smell)coming)from)Olus)and)
Bridle)Ways games)and)coming)together)children's) southern)end)of)Wineham)Lane.)Green)waste)heap)is
BN5)9AT play)area now)higher)than)surrounding)trees
BN5)9BE RH13)8BD BN5)9AG
RH13)8HG BN5)9BE

RH13)8HB Dangerous)edges)to)roads)cause)accidents
Preserve)the)Chapel/Cemetery BN5)9AY especially)to)cyclists
RH13)8HG BN5)9AT
BN5)9BE Affordable)housing)to)provide)a)balance
RH13)8HG for)population Speed)warning)signs)on)B116)Balloos)to)Sussex

RH13)8BD Prairies
Save)Wineham)phone)box BN5)9BE
Needs)maintaining)get)local)artists Mains)Gas)as)in)Partridge)Green BN5)9AT
to)turn)into)a)piece)of)local)art RH13)8HG

BN5)9AY Accident)black)spot)at)A281)Partridge)Green)junction
BN5)9AT RH13)8HB RH13)8HG

RH13)8HG
Flood)Defences)V)culverts)etc RH13)8HG
RH13)8HB RH13)8HG

Faster)broadband)V)help)with)working) Tidy)the)bus)shelter)areas
from)home)very)useful)for)everyone Rh13)8HG
BN5)9BT
RH13)8HG



APPENDIX 2

(Parish Survey Questionnaire)



PROTECT WINEHAM AND SHERMANBURY THROUGH LOCAL 

INVOLVEMENT IN NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 

Wineham and Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan (WASP) 

Shermanbury and Wineham are entering a new era. The government is committed to letting people have 
more of a say in local planning issues because it believes that you have a better understanding of local 
needs and how they can be met. This comes at a time when the South East is under increasing pressure for 
additional homes and from unwelcome developments such as the potential Mayfield market town of 
10,000 homes in Wineham, Twineham & Woodmancote. 

The key component of this new approach is the Neighbourhood Plan which  

Shermanbury Parish Council will be drawing up, hopefully with your involvement.  

The plan will be based on what you tell us in this survey, at focus groups & at public meetings 

Now we want to know:- 

x What you value in the parish? 

x What you feel is missing from the parish? 

x What you would like to see changed in the parish? 

Your ideas may typically address:- 

x Housing needs - house size, type, affordability, location, design 

x Public transport, traffic, communications and services 

x Encouraging new & supporting existing business 

x Local community facilities 

x Protection of listed buildings and green spaces 

   ............and anything else of interest to you. 

 

How are you going to tell us (by Friday 13th December):- 
 

either write your comments on the attached sheet & post in the stamp addressed envelope. 
Please let us know your e-mail address for ease of future contact. 

or   send your comments by e-mail to    Wasp.np@live.co.uk  including your post code. 

also   let us know if you would like to be part of a focus group. 
 
Later we will hold meetings to obtain your more detailed opinions on topics and will report progress on the 
parish website www.shermanburyparishcouncil.co.uk 
Your local knowledge, your opinions and your ideas on what needs to be done can make a real difference 
to the future of the parish.  
Together we can arrive at a consensus on the key issues and desired outcomes.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Shermanbury Parish Council  
 
 



Wineham & Shermanbury Parish (WASP) - Initial 
Consultation 

 

 
 

 
         Please tell us:- 

 
Your Post Code please      

  

  
Name   optional         

  

  
E-mail   optional         

  

 
What do you enjoy about living in Wineham and Shermanbury? 

 

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

         

 
What would you like to see changed in Wineham and Shermanbury? 

 

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

         

 
What's missing in Wineham and Shermanbury ? 

   

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
                

 
Please return by Friday 13th December  by e-mail to Wasp.np@live.co.uk, or by mail 
using the enclosed stamped addressed envelope. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context to the Housing Needs Survey 

Action in rural Sussex as the Rural Housing Enabler for Sussex was asked by Shermanbury Parish 
Council to undertake a Housing Needs Survey of the Parish in February 2014.  
 
The aim of the survey was to determine the existing and future housing needs of residents, 
particularly those on low or modest incomes.  This report provides a snapshot of the scale and 
nature of the affordable housing required by local people in Shermanbury Parish. 

1.2 Rural Affordable Housing  

Affordable housing is housing made available either for rent or on a shared ownership basis (i.e. 
part purchase/part rent). It is built and provided only where these is a clear evidence of need, to 
those otherwise unable to afford appropriate housing at market prices.  
 
The main mechanism for providing affordable housing in rural areas is via Exception Sites policy. 
This allows rural sites to be identified and used solely for the provision of affordable housing in 
locations which would not normally be used for housing due to policies restricting such 
development.  
 
Rural ‘Exception Sites’ as they are commonly called can only be used for affordable housing, and 
must remain so in perpetuity. Planning conditions and legal agreements are used to restrict the 
occupation of these properties to people falling within categories of need and who can prove a 
local connection through family, residence or work.   
 
The role of the Rural Housing Enabler (RHE) is to provide independent support, advice and 
information to Parish Councils and community groups concerned about the lack of affordable 
housing in their rural communities. Action in rural Sussex provides a Rural Housing Enabling 
service in both East and West Sussex. 
 
Action in rural Sussex (AirS) is a registered charity (No.1035401) whose purpose is to improve the 
quality of life of local communities, particularly for disadvantaged people, and to facilitate the 
development of thriving, diverse and sustainable communities throughout rural Sussex. 

1.3 Methodology 

The primary mechanism for gauging the level of need for affordable housing in rural areas is by 
undertaking a Parish Housing Needs Survey. This involves surveying all households within the 
Parish in order to obtain information which can be used to assess the scale and nature of the need 
locally.    
 
The Housing Needs Survey consists of two main parts: 
 
1. The first part is for all households to complete. It contains questions used to identify those who 

believe they have a housing need and asks them to provide information to support this. It also 
asks respondents whether they support the concept of constructing a small affordable housing 
development in the community and if so, where.   

 
2. Part 2 of the survey form contains questions used to capture information on the specific 

household circumstances and housing requirements of respondents. This section is to be 
completed by those households who currently are, or expect to be, in need of affordable or 
more appropriate housing.  

 
The survey was delivered by post to 230 households in the parish. The survey pack delivered 
consisted of a covering letter from the Parish Council outlining the purpose of the survey and the 
survey form itself. The closing date for the survey was 14th February 2014.  
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1.4 Response rate 

Overall 230 questionnaires were sent out; one to each household in the parish.  A total of 73 
survey forms were returned. This gives the Housing Needs Survey a response rate of 31.7%. 
 
No households identified that their property was not their main home and there was subsequently 
no need for them to be excluded from the number available for analysis. The total for analysis was 
therefore 73 households.  
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2 The Parish of Shermanbury 
 
Shermanbury Parish is located in the south eastern portion of Horsham District in West Sussex, 
some 10 miles south of the town of Horsham and approximately 2 mile to the east of the main 
north-south A24 road which heads north to Horsham and south to Worthing.  
 
The nearby town of Horsham provides a direct rail link to both London Victoria and London Bridge 
as well as Bognor Regis, Portsmouth and Southampton. Trains also run via Crawley on the main 
London-Brighton train line as well as north-west towards Dorking with connects to Guildford 
providing services for commuters and as well as serving as a centre for more significant amenities 
and services (such as the Hospital) than those found in the parish. 
 
Services in the parish are very limited and reflect the small size of the population. Features of note 
include Ewhurst Manor, Shermanbury Place and the parish church (St Giles). 
 
According to the Census, the population of the parish was 542 persons in 2011. 
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2.1 Housing type in Shermanbury Parish 

Figure 1 provides a breakdown of the existing structure of the housing stock in Shermanbury 
Parish (as at the Census - 2011).  
 
The Census data shows that in 2011 the greatest proportion of properties in the parish were 
detached properties. These made up 63.9% of the housing at that time, with a smaller proportion of 
semi-detached properties (19.6%), 6.5% being terraced, 6.5% being flats/maisonettes and 3.5% 
being caravans or other mobile or temporary structures.  
 
Figure 1 - Housing Type Breakdown 
 

Detached, 147, 
63.9%

Semi-detached, 
45, 19.6%

Terraced, 15, 6.5%

Flat/Maisonette, 
15, 6.5%

Caravan or other 
mobile or 
temporary 

structure, 8, 3.5%

Housing Type Breakdown (Census 2011)

 
 
 
 
As Table 1 shows, Shermanbury Parish has a significantly higher proportion of detached housing 
(63.9%) compared to the rest of Horsham District (38.6%), with a lower proportion of semi-
detached housing (19.6% compared to 26.5%), a far lower level of terraced housing (6.5% 
compared to 17.0%) and a significantly lower proportion of flats/maisonettes (6.5% compared to 
14.7%) but a far higher proportion of caravans and mobile/temporary structures (3.5% compared 
to0.7%). 
 
Table 1 - Housing Type comparison between the District and the Parish 

Housing Type District Parish 
Detached  21,844 (38.6%) 147 (63.9%) 
Semi-detached  14,985 (26.5%) 45 (19.6%) 
Terraced 9,613 (17.0%) 15 (6.5%) 
Flat / Maisonette 8,293 (14.7%) 15 (6.5%) 
Caravan or other mobile/temporary structure 395 (0.7%) 8 (3.5%) 
(Source: Census 2011) 
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2.2 Housing Tenure in the Parish 

From the 2011 Census data and as seen in Table 2, the predominant tenure in Shermanbury 
Parish is owner-occupied housing (83.7%), with rates slightly higher than for the rest of Horsham 
District (74.5%). The proportion of shared ownership properties is lower than for the rest of the 
District (0.0% compared to 0.7%). 
 
The parish has lower levels of Social Rented housing (Housing Association) and Local Authority 
rental housing than the rest of Horsham District (4.5% compared to 11.6%). It also has lower levels 
of private sector rentable properties than for the remainder of Horsham District (9.5% compared to 
11.8%), but higher rates of those in the ‘Other’ category (2.3% compared to 1.5%). 
    
Table 2 - Housing Tenure in the District and the Parish 

Tenure District Parish 
Owner occupied (owned 
outright or with  mortgage) 

40,926 (74.5%) 185 (83.7%) 

Shared ownership  
(Part owned-part rented) 

363 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 

Social Rented (Housing 
Association / Council rent) 

6,347 (11.6%) 10 (4.5%) 

Private rent 6,480 (11.8%) 21 (9.5%) 
Other (Living rent free) 807 (1.5%) 5 (2.3%) 
(Source: Census 2011) 

 
Figure 2 – Housing Tenure Breakdown 

Owner occupied, 
185, 83.7%

Shared 
ownership, 0, 

0.0%

Social rent, 10, 
4.5%

Private rent, 21, 
9.5% Other (rent free 

households), 5, 
2.3%

Housing Tenure Breakdown (Census 2011)
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3 Local Income Levels and Affordability 
 
3.1.1 Property Prices in the District 
The table below shows the Land Registry’s average selling price for different types of open-market 
housing in the District between April to June 2013 (the latest data release).  
 
From these figures the income required to purchase each type of property has been provided. This 
is calculated on the basis of a securing a 90% mortgage with a 3.5 x gross income lending ratio. 
From this it can be seen that the lowest income required to purchase an average price flat in the 
District would be £41,132. 
 
Table 3 - Average House Prices in the District (by type) 

Housing Type Average Price Income Required 
All Housing £329,425 £84,709 
Detached £491,149 £126,295 
Semi-Detached £302,813 £77,866 
Terraced £249,889 £64,257 
Flat £159,959 £41,132 
Source: Land Registry (2013) 
 
These figures provide an overview of the current status of house prices across the District (based 
on sale prices). It should be noted that house prices may fluctuate at various times of year and 
between different geographical areas. 
 
House prices in rural areas are also likely to be higher than the District-wide averages outlined 
above, largely due to the limited supply of property available for sale and the higher average size 
of such housing stock.  
 
3.1.2 Property prices in the Parish 
A property search on www.rightmove.co.uk was also carried out to provide an indication of current 
prices of properties available in Shermanbury Parish. Table 4 shows the lowest prices for open 
market properties on sale in Shermanbury Parish and Table 5 shows the lowest prices for 
properties available to rent in the same area. The rental values for income required are based on 
monthly rents not exceeding 25% of an individual or households gross income.  
 
From this search undertaken in March 2014, the household income required to afford to purchase 
the cheapest home on the market was £38,558 for a 1 bed apartment in nearby Partridge Green 
(No smaller properties were for sale in Shermanbury Parish at the time of the search than those 
identified - which was extended to a 1 mile radius). 
 
Table 4 - Lowest current property prices 

Property Type Location Lowest Price Income Required  
1 bed apartment Partridge Green £149,950 £38,558 
2 bed terraced house  Henfield £189,950 £48,844 
3 bed terraced house Partridge Green £225,000 £57,857 
3 bed semi-detached 
house 

Partridge Green £280,000 £72,000 

3 bed detached 
bungalow 

Shermanbury £349,950 £89,987 

4 bed detached 
house 

Shermanbury £500,000 £128,571 
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From this search undertaken in March 2014 and based on current property prices, the household 
income required to afford to rent an entry level home was £36,000 for a 2 flat in Lower Beeding (No 
properties were available for rent in Shermanbury Parish at the time of the search which was 
extended to a 3 mile radius). 
 
Table 5 - Lowest current property rental prices 

Property Type Location Lowest Price Income required 
(@25% gross income) 

2 bed flat Henfield £750 pcm £36,000 
2 bed terraced house Partridge Green 

 
£895 pcm £42,960 

3 bed semi-detached 
house 

Henfield £895 pcm £42,960 

3 bed terraced house Henfield 
 

£1,150 pcm £55,200 

4 bed detached 
house 

Cowfold £2,300 pcm £110,400 
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4 Survey - Part 1: Views on Affordable Housing 

4.1 Current Housing Tenure 

All of those completing the survey (100.0%) identified their current home as their main home, with 
0.0% identifying it as a second home.  
 
Of those in their main home, the greatest proportion (56.2%) owned their current home with no 
mortgage, with 34.2% owning it with the use of a mortgage. Of the remaining respondents: 2.7% 
rented from a Housing Association, 2.7% rented privately, 2.7 % provided ‘other’ responses, 0.0% 
live in tied accommodation, 0.0% rent from a local authority and or live with parents. 1.4% 
respondents did not complete the question.  
 
Figure 3 - Current housing tenure of respondents 

Own it with a 
mortgage, 25, 34.2%

Own it with no 
mortgage, 41, 56.2%

Live with parents, 0, 
0.0%

Live in Tied 
Accommodation, 0, 

0.0%

Rent it privately, 2, 
2.7%

Rent it from a 
Housing Association, 

2, 2.7%

Rent it from a Local 
Authority, 0, 0.0%

Other, 2, 2.7%

No response, 1, 1.4%

Breakdown of Respondents Current Housing Tenure
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4.2 Housing Type 

An overwhelming majority of respondents (63.0%) identified that they currently live in a house, with 
27.4% living in a bungalow, 4.1% living in a flat and 1.4% of respondents lived in a caravan/mobile 
home/temporary structure. 3 respondents (3.1%) provided ‘other’ responses. All respondents 
completed the question.  
 
Figure 4 - Current housing type of respondents 
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4.3 Number of bedrooms 

Households with 4 or more bedrooms represented the most common size of dwelling amongst 
those responding to the survey, making up 52.1% of responding households. The next most 
numerous responses were for: 3 bedrooms (23.3%); 2 bedrooms (19.2%) and 1 bedroom (5.5%). 
All respondents completed the question.  
 
Table 6 - Number of bedrooms in respondent’s households 

Number of bedrooms Number of responses 
1 4 (5.5%) 
2 14 (19.2%) 
3 17 (23.3%) 

4 or more 38 (52.1%) 
No response 0  

4.4 Adaptations  

1 respondent (1.4%) identified that their current home required adaptations in order to become 
suitable for the needs of a household member. 72 respondents (98.6%) said that their current 
home did not require any adaptations. All respondents completed the question. 
 
A total of 2 respondents (2.7%) identified that if their current home required adaptations to become 
suitable for the needs of a household member that they would need financial assistance to 
undertake such changes. Whilst 19 (26.0%) indicated they would not require financial assistance 
and 52 provided no response to the question (71.2%). 
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4.5 Local connection 

Of the 67 respondents to the question, 65 currently live in the parish (97.0%), 8 worked in the 
parish (11.9% of those responding), 5 have relatives in the parish (7.5% of those responding) and 
2 have previously lived in the parish (3.0% of those responding). No response was provided on 6 
forms. 

4.6 Support for Affordable Housing  

Of the respondents to the survey, 42 (57.5%) were in favour of a small affordable housing 
development for local people in Shermanbury Parish if there was a proven need. As seen in Figure 
5, 29 respondents (39.7%) said that they would not support an affordable housing development 
and the remaining 2 respondents did not answer the question (2.7%). 
 
Figure 5 - Support for an affordable housing development 

Yes, 42, 57.5%
No, 29, 39.7%

No response, 2, 
2.7%

Support for Affordable Housing in the Parish
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4.7 Support for Open Market Housing  

Of the respondents to the survey, 23 (31.5%) were in favour of other kinds of housing being made 
available for housing development in Shermanbury Parish if there was a proven need. As seen in 
Figure 6, 46 respondents (63.0%) said that they would not support a market housing development 
and the remaining 4 respondents did not answer the question (5.5%). 
 
Figure 6 - Support for open market housing 

Yes, 23, 31.5%

No, 46, 63.0%

No response, 4, 
5.5%

Support for an Open Market Housing Development in the Parish 
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4.8 Types of Open Market Housing that should be considered 

The most commonly identified style of housing which respondents felt should be considered was 
semi-detached housing which was identified by 16 respondents (34.0% of those responding to the 
question). 46 out of the 73 respondents to the survey did not complete the question. 
 
Figure 7 - Types of open market housing to be considered 
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Figure 8 - Size of open market housing to be considered 
The commonly identified size of property to be considered were those with 2/3 bedrooms, these 
were identified by 12 respondents (35.3% of those responding to the question). 53 out of the 73 
respondents to the survey did not complete the question. 
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4.9 Does any family member need to move now or in the next 5 years?  

From Table 7, it can be seen that a combined total of 4 respondents said that a household member 
will need to move in pursuit of affordable housing. Of these, 2 said it was needed within 5 years 
(3.3% of all responses) and 2 said they needed to move in 5 or more years (3.3% of all 
responses).  
 
Table 7 – Households moving for affordable housing 

Does the household need to move Number of households 
Yes, within 5 years 2 (3.3%) 
Yes, in 5 or more years 2 (3.3%) 
No 57 (93.4%) 
No Response 12  
TOTAL 73 
 
As shown in Table 8, it can be seen that a combined total of 6 respondents said that a household 
member will need to move in pursuit of open market housing. Of these, 1 said it was needed within 
5 years (1.9% of all responses) and 5 said they needed to move in 5 or more years (9.4% of all 
responses).   
 
Table 8 - Households moving for open market housing 

Does the household need to move Number of households 
Yes, within 5 years 1 (1.9%) 
Yes, in 5 or more years 5 (9.4%) 
No 47 (88.7%) 
No Response 20 
TOTAL 73 
 

4.10 Summary 

The trends outlined in the sections above illustrate that: 
• 100.0% of respondents currently have their main home in the parish.  
• 56.2% of respondents currently own their own home without a mortgage. 
• 63.0% of respondents currently live in a house. 
• The most common size of residence currently occupied by respondents has 4 or more 

bedrooms (52.1%). 
• 1.4% of respondents identified that their current home required adaptations in order for them to 

remain living in it. 
• Of respondents completing the question: 97.0% currently live in the parish. 
• 57.5% of respondents would support an affordable housing development for local people if 

there were a proven need.  
• 31.5% of respondents would support the development of other housing within the parish. The 

most commonly supported forms of such housing would be semi-detached housing with 2/3 
bedrooms.  

• 6.6% of respondents knew of a household that would need to leave the parish in pursuit of 
affordable housing.  

• 11.3% of respondents knew of a household that would need to leave the parish in pursuit of 
open-market housing. 
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5 Survey Part 2 Results – Affordable Housing Need 
Part 2 of the survey was only completed by those respondents who indicated that their current 
home was unsuitable for their household’s needs.  
 
These were then assessed against the criteria of personal circumstance, income level and 
evidence of a local connection in order to determine whether each household was a potential 
candidate for affordable housing in the parish.  
 
A total of 4 respondents completed Part 2 of the Housing Needs Survey. Of these: 

• A total of 4 households were identified as being in need of affordable housing.  
• No respondents that had completed Part 2 of the survey were excluded from the 

subsequent analysis on the basis that they had sufficient income to obtain housing via the 
open market, that their current home was adequate in meeting their housing requirements 
or that they did not possess a sufficiently strong local connection to the parish.  

 
The remainder of this section provides an overview of the responses received from households 
identified as being in housing need of affordable housing within the parish. Please be aware that 
this information represents responses to the Housing Needs Survey and does not include 
information relating to the Local Authority Housing Register. The number of households identified 
as being in need by the survey that are also on the Housing Register is identified in the section 
below.  

5.1 Residence and Local Connection 

Of the 4 respondents in need of affordable housing: 
• 4 currently live in Shermanbury Parish (100.0% of all in need respondents) 
• 0 currently work in Shermanbury Parish (0.0% of all in need respondents) 
• 2 have relatives in Shermanbury Parish (50.0% of all in need respondents) 
• 0 have previously lived in Shermanbury Parish (0.0% of all in need respondents) 

 

5.2 Length of residence 

Table 9 below provides a break down of the length of residence for those respondents that 
identified that they currently lived in Shermanbury Parish, worked in the parish, have relatives in 
the parish or lived in Shermanbury Parish on a previous occasion (where they answered the 
question).  
 
Table 9 - Length of residence 

 0-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-15 
years 

16-20 
years 

21-25 
years 

26-30 
years 

30+ 
years 

Whole 
life 

Currently live in 
Shermanbury 
Parish 

1 
(33.3%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

2 
(66.7%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

Work in the 
Parish 

0 
(0.0%) 

0  
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

Have relatives 
in the Parish 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

1 
(100.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

Previously lived 
in Shermanbury 
Parish 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 
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5.3 When accommodation is required 

A total of 2 (50.0%) of the respondents in housing need stated that they would need to move within 
2 years, 1 respondent (25.0%) highlighted a need to move between 2 and 5 years from now, whilst 
1 respondent (25.0%) made clear that they would need to move in 5 or more years from now.  
 
 
Figure 9 - Likely timeframe in which respondents would need to move 
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5.4 Current tenure of households in need 

Of those households identified as being in need: 3 were living with parents (75.0%) and 1 was 
renting privately (25.0%). All respondents completed the question. 
 
Figure 10 - Current tenure of households in need 
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5.5 Housing Register  

No respondents (0.0%) with a local connection who indicated a housing need are currently on the 
Local Authority or Housing Association housing register, with 4 respondents (100.0%) not currently 
being on the housing register. All respondents completed the question. 
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5.6 Reasons for moving 

As shown in Table 10, when asked why the household needed to move, 24 respondents said it 
was to set up an independent home, 2 needed a larger home, 2 needed a smaller home, 1 
respondent needed a cheaper home, 1 needed a more manageable home, 1 needed a secure 
home and 1 needed to change tenure. 2 respondents provided other responses. All respondents 
completed the question.  
 
Table 10 - Reasons for needing to move house 

Reason for moving Number of respondents 
Need to set up an independent home 1 (25.0%) 
Need larger home 1 (25.0%) 
Need to be closer to carer or dependent, to give 
or receive support 

1 (25.0%) 

Need cheaper home 0 (0.0%) 
Need to avoid harassment 0 (0.0%) 
Need to be closer to employer 0 (0.0%) 
Need a secure home 0 (0.0%) 
Need to change tenure 0 (0.0%) 
Need adapted home 1 (25.0%) 
Need a more manageable home 0 (0.0%) 
Need to be closer to/have access to public 
transport 

0 (0.0%) 

Need a smaller home – present home is difficult 
to manage 

0 (0.0%) 

Other 0 (0.0%) 
No response 0 (0.0%) 
TOTAL 4 

5.7 Accommodation requirements 

Of the in-need households, 1 respondent (100.0%) identified a need for residential housing with 
care provided, 0 respondents (0.0%) identified a need in future for ground floor accommodation. 0 
respondents (0.0%) identified a need for other housing with support services provided and 0 
respondents (0.0%) identified a need for sheltered housing with support services provided. 3 
respondents did not complete the question. 

5.8 Preferred tenure 

2 of the households in need of affordable housing indicated a preference wanted to rent from a 
Housing Association (50.0%) and 2 to purchase a property on the open market (50.0%). 0 were 
seeking a shared-ownership property (0.0%) or wished to rent from a private landlord (0.0%). All 
respondents completed the question.  
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5.9 Housing Type 

A total of 2 respondents indicated a preference for a house (50.0% of respondents), 2 for a 
flat/maisonette/apartment (50.0% of respondents) and 1 for sheltered accommodation (25.0% of 
respondents). All respondents completed the question.  
Note – respondents were permitted to express more than one preference.  
 
Figure 11 - Preferred accommodation type 
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5.10 Affordability 

To enable an accurate calculation of the number of people that are in housing need and cannot 
afford to either purchase or rent on the open market, respondents were asked for their gross 
annual income and the amount of savings they have.  
 
Figure 12 outlines the annual incomes for those in housing need and that have a local connection. 
Those respondents who have the highest income were still below the figure determined to be able 
to afford a property in Shermanbury Parish. The most common annual income was in the less than 
£18,000 to £24,999 category.  
 
From Figure 12 it can be seen that  

o 3 (75.0%) households have an income below £24,999 per annum - which is the lowest level 
of income that would be considered eligible for shared ownership housing and subsequent 
cannot qualify for it. 

o 1 (25.0%) households have an income of over £24,999 and are therefore eligible for shared 
ownership housing.  

o All respondents provided an answer to the question.  
 
Figure 12 - Annual Incomes of Households in Housing Need with a local connection 
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From Figure 13, it can be seen that 3 households in housing need have no savings (75.0%), whilst 
1 household has savings between £5,001 and £10,000 (25.0%).  
 
Figure 13 - Savings of Households in Housing Need with a local connection 
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6 Summary of Affordable Housing Need  
There are 4 households in housing need who have a local connection and who cannot afford to 
either purchase or rent on the open market. The breakdown of the types of households in need is 
provided below: 
 
Table 11 - Breakdown of households in need 

Household type Number of respondents 
A single adult 3 (75.0%) 
A single elderly person (over 65) 0 (0.0%) 
An adult couple (18-64) 1 (25.0%) 
An older couple (Over 65) 0 (0.0%) 
A family with children 0 (0.0%) 
Unclassified 0 (0.0%) 
TOTAL 4 

 
Family with children - Number of children Number of respondents 

1 0 (0.0%) 
2 0 (0.0%) 
3 0 (0.0%) 
4 0 (0.0%) 
5 0 (0.0%) 

Not specified 0 (0.0%) 
TOTAL 0 

 

6.1 Household composition 

The household makeup of the 4 households in housing need with a local connection and who 
cannot afford to buy or rent on the open market are shown in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 - Composition of households in need 
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1. Consolidated"Report"of"Wineham"and"Shermanbury"Neighbourhood"Plan"
Focus"Group"

21st%and%%27th%November%and%18th%December%2014%

"

A"series"of"Focus"Groups"were"held"during"November"and"December"2014"with"the"purpose"of"
consulting"with"Shermanbury"and"Wineham"residents"on"issues"central"to"the"creation"of"a"
Neighbourhood"Plan"for"the"parish."

Participants"were"selected"at"random"from"a"list"of"residents"who"had"previously"expressed"interest"
in"being"involved"whilst"attending"meetings"or"exhibitions"on"the"Neighbourhood"Plan."In"total"60"
residents"were"invited"to"attend,"24"did"not"respond"to"the"invite"and"21"were"available"and"willing"
to"participate."Of"the"21,"43%"were"residents"of"Wineham"and"57%"of"Shermanbury."The"Scoping"
Report"for"the"Sustainability"Appraisal"was"provided"to"the"delegates"in"advance"of"the"meeting"to"
allow"some"preparation"to"be"undertaken"

The"agenda,"which"covered"a"period"of"approximately"3"hours,"covered"three"main"topics.""

• The"residents"vision"for"the"parish"
• The"Objectives"and"Aims"of"the"Neighbourhood"Plan"
• Evaluation"of"potential"development"sites."

The"following"represents"the"consensus"across"the"three"Focus"Groups."

1. The%Vision%for%Shermanbury%Parish%

“To$protect$and$enhance$the$rural$and$historic$character$of$the$Parish$and$to$ensure$that$the$
changing$needs$of$the$community$are$met.”$

2. The%Objectives%and%Aims%of%the%Neighbourhood%Plan%
A. Preserve"the"rural"nature"of"the"environment"and"meet"sustainability"criteria."

• New"development"will"be"supported"where"it"protects,"and"where"appropriate,"
enhances"wildlife"habitats"and"biodiversity"

• New"developments"within"the"parish"will"be"supported"where"it"reflects"and"respects"the"
local"vernacular"

B. Preserve"and"protect"the"heritage"assets"within"the"Parish."
• Development"will"be"supported"where"it"preserves"and"protects"the"heritage"assets"and"

their"settings"within"the"Parish."
C. New"developments"must"avoid"areas"at"risk"of"flooding"and"which"may"contribute"to"flood"

risk"
• To"support"new"developments"that"do"not"increase"the"risk"of"run"off"and"flooding"by"

incorporating"sustainable"urban"drainage"systems"(SUDS)"
• Support"development"that"enhances"drainage"and"flood"management"within"the"parish"

"



3"
"

D. Promote"safer"and"more"sustainable"journeys"
• Safety"of"road"and"footway"users"in"our"rural"parish"is"of"paramount"importance"and"this"

factor"will"be"core"to"the"detailed"policies"contained"within"the"plan"
• The"parish"council"will"investigate"ways"of"providing"new"and"improved"sustainable"

facilities"in"relation"to"nonYcar"forms"of"travel"
• The"parish"council"will"investigate"ways"and"support"schemes"to"improve"road"safety"

E. Foster"community"cohesion"
• To"support"development"that"includes"enhanced"amenities"for"the"parish"

F. Support"small"scale"business"growth"as"a"part"of"sustainable"community"development"
• Improve"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"encouraging"sustainable"home"based"

business"by"improving"internet"connectivity"including"community"funded"connection."
G. Support"rural"activities"including"farming"and"equestrian"development"

• Enhance"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"supporting"the"sympathetic"diversification"of"
land"use"in"keeping"with"its"rural"character."

H. Foster"the"sustainable"development"of"housing"to"meet"identified"needs"whilst"protecting"
the"character"of"the"parish."
• To"support"the"development"of"between"38""and"45"houses"within"the"parish"in"the"

period"to"2031"to"reflect"local"needs"and"HDC"plans"
• To"support"low"density"housing"which"reflects"the"local"vernacular"
• To"support"maximum"developments"of"between"10"and"20"houses"on"any"one"site"to"

reflect"the"local"rural"vernacular"
• To"include"affordable"housing"within"developments"in"compliance"with"Horsham"

District's"planning"policy""

"

3. Evaluation%of%potential%development%sites%

A"total"of"eight"sites"within"the"parish"have"been"proposed"by"the"owners"for"development."Details"
of"each"site"were"made"available"to"the"Focus"Groups"and"through"discussion"evaluation"was"
undertaken"against"four"planning"evaluation"criteria."

3.1 Accessibility"
• How"the"site"is"currently"accessed?"Is"it"accessible"from"the"highway"network?"How"safe"are"

the"nearby"roads?"
3.2 Community"facilities"and"services."What"is"the"distance"to"the"following""

• Town"/"local"centre"/"shop,"Public"transport"e.g."Train"Station"or"Bus"Stop,"Primary"School,"
Recreation"facilities,"Primary"medical"care"

3.3 Environmental"considerations"
• Existing"and"surrounding"land"uses"
• How"would"development"of"this"site"relate"to"the"surrounding"uses?"
• Site"characteristics"
• Topography:"General"character"Views"in"and"out?"
• Heritage"considerations"
• Flood"risk"
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3.4 WASP"Objectives"
• Community"cohesion,"business"growth,"affordable"housing"numbers,"market"housing"

numbers"

Based"on"the"feedback"from"the"Focus"Groups"a"short"list"of"four"sites"emerged,"adjacent"to"the"
A281."The"owners"of"these"sites"have"been"informed"of"the"short"list"and"asked"to"consider"the"
objectives"and"aims"developed"by"the"Focus"Groups"and"provide"further"information"on"potential,"
development"schemes"to"enable"a"further"detailed"assessment.""

It%must%be%stressed%that%at%this%stage,%no%decision%has%been%made%on%the%final%preferred%housing%
numbers%or%sites%that%will%be%carried%forward%for%consultation%in%the%draft%Neighbourhood%Plan.""

4. Next%Steps%

Once"the"housing"development"short"list"has"been"further"evaluated"through"discussions"with"
landowners"a"new"consultation"process"will"be"undertaken"across"the"parish"to"finalise"options"
before"proceeding"to"the"creation"of"a"draft"Neighbourhood"Plan."

" "
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Report"of"Wineham"and"Shermanbury"Neighbourhood"Plan"Focus"Group"

Henfield%Village%Hall%21st%November%2014%

Attendees""
Name% Location%

Elaine"Scarlett"
Susan"Bankes"
Vivienne"Whitton"
Debra"Nutbrown"
Vanessa"Tindall"
Roger"Malic"
Don"Taylor"(did"not"attend)"
Steve"Lovelace"(did"not"attend)"
Brian"O'Connell"(did"not"attend)"

Wineham"
Shermanbury"
Shermanbury"
Shermanbury"
Shermanbury"
Shermanbury"
Wineham"
Wineham"
Wineham"

Vision"for"Parish"
"
Sustainable"development"is"welcome"but"not"at"the"expense"of"harming"the"rural"beauty"of"this"area."
Our"rural"community"can"grow"in"a"sustainable"manner"and"as"such"retaining"its"character.""

"
Objectives"and"Aims"

Objectives% Aims%
Preserve"the"rural"nature"of"the"environment"
and"meet"sustainability"criteria."

• The"density"and"character"of"housing"
developments"should"reflect"the"vernacular.""

• Protect"the"visual"and"open"aspect"of"existing"
sites"(historical"interest)"and"the"sites"themselves"
from"development"

• Developments"should"be"designed"in"empathy"
with"the"local"flora,"fauna"and"wildlife.""

• Try"to"promote"better"maintenance"of"property"
and"their"settings"to"improve"the"visual"
appearance"of"the"parish."

• To"investigate"the"possibility"of"tree"protection"
orders."

Preserve"and"protect"the"heritage"assets"
within"the"Parish."

• Preserve"and"protect"the"heritage"assets"within"
the"Parish."

• To"improve"access"to"St."Giles"Church"
• To"chronicle"and"publicise"the"history"of"the"
parish."

New"developments"must"avoid"areas"at"risk"of"
flooding"and"developments"that"contribute"to"
flood"risk"

• Avoid"the"flood"plain"
• To"improve"the"maintenance"of"ditches,"run"off"
areas"and"the"drains"along"Shermanbury"in"
accordance"with"legal"obligations."

• Ensure"that"all"new"developments"do"not"
contribute"or"aggravate"run"off"and"flooding."

Promote"safer"and"more"sustainable"journeys" • Prevent"an"increase"in"road"accidents"and"
pedestrian"injury"by"ensuring"sight"lines"and"
speed"limits"are"appropriate"and"enforced.""

• Pursue"policies"to"reduce"speed"limits"and"
achieve"separation"of"cyclists"and"pedestrians"
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• Maintenance"of"footpaths"should"be"improved."
• Investigate"low"level"lighting"at"strategic"
points/sites"(e.g."junctions,"bus"shelters)"to"
improve"the"transport"infrastructure."

• Encourage"responsible"dog"walking"and"use"of"
dog"bags."

Foster"community"cohesion" • To"assess"the"feasibility"of"creating"a"permanent"
amenity"for"the"parish."

• To"develop"a"community"cohesion"within"the"
parish"through"drawing"the"communities"of"
Wineham"and"Shermanbury"together"through"
access"and"events"e.g."Bridle"way"improvement"

Support"small"scale"business"growth"as"a"part"
of"sustainable"community"development"

• Improve"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"
encouraging"sustainable"home"based"business"by"
improving"connectivity."

• Investigate"potential"for"community"funded"
broad"band"connection."

• Investigate"the"possibility"of"communal"power"
generation."

Support"rural"activities"inc."farming"&"
equestrian"development"

• Improve"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"
encouraging"sympathetic"diversification"of"land"
use"in"keeping"with"the"rural"character."

Foster"the"sustainable"development"of"
housing"to"meet"identified"needs"whilst"
protecting"the"character"of"the"parish."

• Restrict"developments"to"6"–"10"house"builds"
• 30"–"48"was"considered"a"reasonable"target"for"
housing"growth"in"Shermanbury"

• Phased"development"to"2031"to"be"encouraged"
" "
Developments"
Name:% Wheatsheaf%

Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%
Comments$ Small"roads"causing"traffic"issues" Comments$ %

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ No"details"" Comments$ No"details"
Name:% Wyndham%Pool%

Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%
Comments$ Already"issues"with"parking"of"cars"

close"to"site"
Comments$ No"infrastructure,"public"transport,"

shops."
Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Name:% Springlands%

Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%
Comments$ Access"via"a"country"lane" Comments$ No"infrastructure,"public"transport,"

shops."
Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Red%

Comments$ % Comments$ No"affordable"housing"possible"
Name:% Wychwood%

Accessibility% Amber% Community%facilities% Green%
Comments$ Traffic"issues"on"281" Comments$ Village"Green"

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ Possible"flood"issues" Comments$ %
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Name:% Fortgate%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ On"main"road" Comments$ Community"space"and"play"area"
recommended"

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ Possible"traffic"issues" Comments$ Too"high"a"density"proposed"
Name:% Barmarks%

Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%
Comments$ Good"Access" Comments$ %

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ Concern"over"wildlife"on"site" Comments$ Too"high"a"density"proposed""
Name:% Wagstaff%

Accessibility% Amber% Community%facilities% Green%
Comments$ Problems"of"access"at"junction"with"

Partridge"Green"road"
Comments$ "

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ % Comments$ Nothing"proposed"
"

" "
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Report"of"Wineham"and"Shermanbury"Neighbourhood"Plan"Focus"Group"

Free%Church%Hall%27th%November%2014%

Attendees""

Name% Location%
Karen"Sparrow"

Caroline"Clarke"

Paul"Goldfinch"

Moira"Parrott"

Michael"Ewing"

Peter"Hart"

John"Fowler"

Brian"O’Connell"

Shermanbury"

Wineham"

Wineham"

Wineham"

Shermanbury"

Shermanbury"

Wineham"

Wineham"

Vision"for"Parish"

Maintain"and"enhance"the"rural"community."A"place"whose"heritage"invites"others"to"develop"a"

permanent"interest"in."A"community"and"environment"that"people"aspire"to"live"in."Develop"an"

environment"which"enables"the"family"unit"to"stay"together."""

Objectives"and"Aims"

Objectives% Aims%
Preserve"the"rural"nature"of"the"environment"

and"meet"sustainability"criteria."

• Ensure"that"wildlife"habitats"and"wildlife"
corridors"are"incorporated"within"

development"plans"and"protect"existing"sites."

• The"density"and"character"of"housing"
developments"should"reflect"the"vernacular.""

• Improve"the"appearance"of"Shermanbury"

Parish"

• Protect"the"visual"and"open"aspect"of"existing"
sites"(historical"interest)"and"the"sites"

themselves"from"development"

• Identify"sites"of"special"environmental"interest"

Preserve"and"protect"the"heritage"assets"within"

the"Parish."

• Preserve"and"protect"the"heritage"assets"
within"the"Parish."

"

New"developments"must"avoid"areas"at"risk"of"

flooding"and"developments"that"contribute"to"

flood"risk"

• Avoid"the"flood"plain"
• The"flood"plains"that"we"are"aware"of"in"
Shermanbury"and"Wineham"are"also"affected"

by"other"parishes"in"the"area.""

• Incorporate"surface"water"management"and"

emerging"technologies"into"new"

developments."

• Seek"ways"of"improving"ways"of"managing"

current"surface"water"(possible"Cill"priority)."

Promote"safer"and"more"sustainable"journeys" • Prevent"an"increase"in"road"accidents"and"
pedestrian"injury"by"ensuring"sight"lines"and"

speed"limits"are"appropriate"and"enforced.""

• Pursue"policies"to"reduce"speed"limits"and"

achieve"separation"of"cyclists"and"pedestrians"

• Investigate"ways"of"enforcing"speed"limits"in"

high"risk"areas."""
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• To"maintain"and"improve"footpaths"and"
bridleways"within"the"Parish.""

• Investigate"low"level"lighting"at"strategic"
points/sites"(e.g."junctions,"bus"shelters)"to"
improve"the"transport"infrastructure."

Foster"community"cohesion" • To"assess"the"feasibility"of"creating"a"
permanent"amenity"for"the"parish."

• To"develop"a"community"cohesion"within"the"
parish"through"drawing"the"communities"of"
Wineham"and"Shermanbury"together"through"
access"and"events"e.g."Bridle"way"
improvement"

Support"small"scale"business"growth"as"a"part"of"
sustainable"community"development"

• Improve"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"
encouraging"sustainable"home"based"business"
by"improving"connectivity."

• Investigate"the"potential"for"a"community"
programme"to"improve"connectivity."

Support"rural"activities"inc."farming"&"equestrian"
development"

• (Not"considered"a"useful"objective"as"already"
covered"by"HDC)"

Foster"the"sustainable"development"of"housing"
to"meet"identified"needs"whilst"protecting"the"
character"of"the"parish."

• Small"phased"developments"which"can"still"
provide"the"potential"for"Parish"facilities"
should"be"considered"

• 20"–"40"was"considered"a"reasonable"target"for"
housing"growth"in"Shermanbury"

Developments"
Name:% Mayfield%

Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%
Comments$ Access%issues% Comments$ Infrastructure%

Environment% Red% WASP%Objectives% Red%
Comments$ % Comments$ Environmental%issues/infrastructure%
Name:% Wheatsheaf%

Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Red%
Comments$ % Comments$ %

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ No%details%of%screening/access% Comments$ Must%be%%%of%affordable%housing%

danger%is%that%if%<14%houses%at%a%
time%due%phased%development%no%
affordable%housing%will%actually%be%
built.%Community%facilities%offered%

and%accessible%re%cohesion%of%
Shermanbury%and%Wineham%%

Name:% Wyndham%Pool%
Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%

Comments$ Already%issues%with%parking%of%cars%
close%to%site%

Comments$ %

Environment% Red/Amber% WASP%Objectives% Red%
Comments$ Amber%if%access%of%Wineham%Lane%

instead%of%Frylands%and%lower%
density%also%does%not%fit%in%with%

vernacular%

Comments$ Too%small%a%site.%No%potential%for%
business%growth.%%%
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Name:% Springlands%
Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Environment% Red% WASP%Objectives% Red%

Comments$ Flood%risk%from%ponds.%Impact%on%
listed%buildings.%%

Comments$ No%affordable%housing.%

Name:% Wychwood%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Environment% Green% WASP%Objectives% Amber%

Comments$ % Comments$ Lack%of%details.%Lower%density%if%
combined%with%Fortgate%as%a%

package%to%make%it%commercially%
viable.%%

Name:% Fortgate%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Environment% Green% WASP%Objectives% Amber/Green%

Comments$ % Comments$ Green%if%phased%development%
various%densities/flexible.%

Community%centre%land.%Meets%
planned%number.%Near%bus%stop.%

35%%affordable%planned.%%
Name:% Barmarks%

Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%
Comments$ Although%traffic%management%issues% Comments$ %

Environment% Green% WASP%Objectives% Amber/Green%
Comments$ % Comments$ Could%be%green%if%lower%density%and%

amenity%area%and%phased%
development.%

Name:% Wagstaff%
Accessibility% Amber% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ Road%junction%problems% Comments$ %
Environment% Green% WASP%Objectives% Amber%

Comments$ % Comments$ Due%to%over%development%
"

" "
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Report"of"Wineham"and"Shermanbury"Neighbourhood"Plan"Focus"Group"

Free%Church%Hall%18th%December%2014%

Attendees""

Name% Location%
Anne"Irving"

Alan"Lilles"

David"Mahoney"

Patrick"Field"

Chris"Lambert"

Sylvia"Fowler"

Marilyn"Amos"

Shermanbury"

Wineham"

Shermanbury"

Shermanbury"

Shermanbury"

Wineham"

Wineham"

Vision"for"Parish"

To"create"a"village"whilst"maintaining"the"character"of"the"Parish."Rural"community"whilst"managing"

change."To"protect"and"enhance"the"rural"and"historic"character"of"the"Parish"and"to"ensure"that"the"

changing"needs"of"the"community"are"met."A"harmonious"but"viable"community"in"a"rural"setting.""

Objectives"and"Aims"

Objectives% Aims%
Preserve"the"rural"nature"of"the"environment"

and"meet"sustainability"criteria."

• It"is"of"prime"importance"to"protect"the"visual"

and"open"aspect"of"existing"sites"(historical"

interest)"and"the"sites"themselves"from"

development""

• Ensure"that"wildlife"habitats"and"wildlife"

corridors"are"incorporated"within"

development"plans"and"protect"existing"sites."

• The"density"and"character"of"housing"

developments"should"reflect"the"vernacular.""

• Improve"the"appearance"of"Shermanbury"

Parish"

"

Preserve"and"protect"the"heritage"assets"within"

the"Parish."

"

"

• Preserve,"protect"and"celebrate"the"heritage"
assets"within"the"Parish."

• Improve"access"to"the"church."

• Improve"signage"to"historical"assets."

"

New"developments"must"avoid"areas"at"risk"of"

flooding"and"developments"that"contribute"to"

flood"risk"

• Avoid"building"on"the"flood"plain"
• Improve"storm"and"foul"drainage"on"the"A281.""

• Encourage"better"storm"water"management"

on"the"River"Adur"watershed."

• Encourage"Riparian"Ditch"control."
" "
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Promote"safer"and"more"sustainable"journeys" • Prevent"an"increase"in"road"accidents"and"
pedestrian"injury"by"ensuring"sight"lines"and"
speed"limits"are"appropriate"and"enforced.""

• Pursue"policies"to"reduce"speed"limits"and"
achieve"separation"of"cyclists"and"pedestrians"

• Specific"issue"through"Wineham"with"excess"
speeds"in"the"presence"of"horses"and"children."

• Consider"traffic"calming"measures."
• Investigate"Wineham"Lane"suitability"for"heavy"
goods"vehicles."

Foster"community"cohesion" • To"assess"the"feasibility"of"creating"a"
permanent"amenity"for"the"parish."

• To"develop"a"community"cohesion"within"the"
parish"through"drawing"the"communities"of"
Wineham"and"Shermanbury"together"through"
access"and"events"e.g."Bridle"way"
improvement"

Support"small"scale"business"growth"as"a"part"of"
sustainable"community"development"

• Improve"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"
encouraging"sustainable"home"based"business"
by"improving"connectivity."

Support"rural"activities"inc."farming"&"equestrian"
development"

• Improve"the"sustainability"of"the"parish"by"
encouraging"sympathetic"diversification"of"
land"use"in"keeping"with"the"rural"character."

• Encourage"the"use"of"existing"buildings"for"
sustainable"rural"businesses."

Foster"the"sustainable"development"of"housing"
to"meet"identified"needs"whilst"protecting"the"
character"of"the"parish."

• Aim"to"build"circa"48"new"homes"in"the"period"
to"2031"

• The"density"of"housing"developments"should"
reflect"current"density"within"the"parish"

• Small"scale"developments"should"be"favoured"
• Affordable"housing"should"be"included"within"
the"plan"

• Opportunities"to"improve"community"facilities"
and"road"safety"should"be"considered"when"
prioritising"developments"

" "
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Developments"
Name:% Mayfield%

Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Amber%
Comments$ Access%issues% Comments$ Infrastructure%

Environment% Red% WASP%Objectives% Red%
Comments$ % Comments$ %
Name:% Wheatsheaf%

Accessibility% Red/Amber% Community%facilities% Red%
Comments$ Dangerous%stretch%of%road%Amber%if%

reroute%onto%Wineham%Lane.%
Comments$ %

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ Due%smell%from%recycling%plant%and%

impact%on%current%views.%
Comments$ %

Name:% Wyndham%Pool%
Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%

Comments$ If%access%changed%to%Wineham%Lane%
this%may%change%to%Amber%

Comments$ %

Environment% Red% WASP%Objectives% Red%
Comments$ Close%to%river.%Road%access%poor.%

Houses%to%small.%
Comments$ No%affordable%housing%available.%

Name:% Springlands%
Accessibility% Red% Community%facilities% Red%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Environment% Red% WASP%Objectives% Red%

Comments$ Impact%on%listed%buildings.%In%heart%
of%countryside.%Inappropriate%

development.%

Comments$ No%affordable%housing.%

Name:% Wychwood%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber/Green%

Comments$ To%be%looked%at%in%conjunction%with%
Fortgate%as%next%door%to%each%other.%

Comments$ Preserve%trees%on%A281%for%
screening.%%

Name:% Fortgate%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ % Comments$ %
Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Green/Amber%

Comments$ Separate%sewage%plant.%Storm%
water%into%existing%pond.%Road%

safety%onto%A281.%Mini%roundabout%
would%slow%traffic%onto%road.%

Comments$ Includes%affordable%housing.%Make%
developer%build%Community%Centre.%

Name:% Barmarks%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ Although%traffic%management%and%
density%issues%

Comments$ %

Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber%
Comments$ Density%to%large.% Comments$ Include%bungalows%for%older%people.%

Traffic%issue%onto%A281.%
" "
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Name:% Wagstaff%
Accessibility% Green% Community%facilities% Green%

Comments$ Road%junction%problems% Comments$ %
Environment% Amber% WASP%Objectives% Amber/Green%

Comments$ Density%to%high.%Road%safety%issue.%
Egress%from%site.%Resolved%by%
redesign%to%A281.%Impact%on%

wildlife.%%

Comments$ Density%potentially%too%large.%Field%
adjacent%to%Partridge%Green%
Junction%good%for%affordable%

housing%as%next%door%to%existing%
affordable%site.%

"



APPENDIX 5

(Exhibition Boards)



What is important about a 
Neighbourhood Plan? 

Neighbourhood Planning enables local communities to 
decide, through a consultation process, the future 
development of where they live and work.  
• An adopted Neighbourhood Plan is used to help decide 

where new homes may or may not be built and what those 
developments will look like 

• Issues important to residents influence the development 
plans 

• The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) can be used to 
address local requirements 
– E.g. Parish facilities, flood defence, road safety 

The Neighbourhood Plan provides some protection against 
developments which are opposed by a majority of residents 
• Secretary of State upheld the Hurstpierpoint Neighbourhood 

Plan when in conflict with District and Planning Inspector 
approved planning applications 
 

Even prior to referendum, even prior to inspection the 
Neighbourhood Plan, based on local wishes, has the 

power to influence decisions on 
 planning applications 



The Neighbourhood Planning Process 

Town/Parish Council as approved to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan  
 

Objectives and Policies are developed through surveys, parish 
meetings and focus groups 

 
Possible housing sites are called for and a technical evaluation is 

undertaken 
 

Several rounds of consultation are undertaken to establish 
resident’s views (e.g. exhibitions, surveys, parish meetings) 

 
Draft Plan preparation (including community engagement)  

 
Community consultation and plan editing 

 
Final Submission version of Plan submitted to District Council for 

initial check and further community consultation  
 

Plan examined by independent and appropriately qualified 
Examiner  

 
Any changes agreed (with further consultation if necessary)  

 
Referendum  

 
If ‘yes’ - adoption  

We are here May 
2015 



What is WASP Seeking to Achieve? 
The Vision for Shermanbury Parish 
“To protect and enhance the rural and historic character of the 
Parish and to ensure that the changing needs of the community 
are met.” 

 Preserve the rural nature of the 
environment and meet sustainability 
criteria. 
• New development will be supported 

where it protects, and where 
appropriate, enhances wildlife habitats 
and biodiversity 

• New developments within the parish 
will be supported where it reflects and 
respects the local vernacular 

Preserve and protect the heritage 
assets within the Parish. 
• Development will be supported where 

it preserves and protects the heritage 
assets and their settings within the 
Parish 

• New developments must avoid areas at 
risk of flooding and which may 
contribute to flood risk  

Support small scale business growth 
as a part of sustainable community 
development 
• Improve the sustainability of the parish 

by encouraging sustainable home based 
business by improving internet 
connectivity including community 
funded connection 
 

 

Promote safer and more 
sustainable journeys 
• Safety of road and footway users in 

our rural parish is of paramount 
importance and this factor will be core 
to the detailed policies contained 
within the plan 

• The parish council will investigate 
ways of providing new and improved 
facilities in relation to non-car forms of 
travel 

• The parish council will investigate 
ways and support schemes to improve 
road safety 

Foster community cohesion 
• To support development that includes 

enhanced amenities for the parish 
 
Support rural activities including 
farming and equestrian 
development 
• Enhance the sustainability of the 

parish by supporting the sympathetic 
diversification of land use in keeping 
with it’s rural character 
 

 



Housing in Shermanbury 

10 

6 

48 

52 

74 

Shermanbury grows as fast as the rest of Horsham District – 11.3% per decade  

Growth in Shermanbury continues at the same rate as 2001 to 2011 

 - 15.71% per decade 

Neighbouring parishes growth rate 2001 – 2011 – 9.84% per decade  

Small scale growth in Shermanbury continues at the same rate as  

2001 to 2011 – 2.17% per decade 

Shermanbury’s share of 1,500 homes required in the HDP via  

Neighbourhood planning – 1.3% per decade 

Triangulation of Housing Needs 2011 - 2031 

What is the right number of new houses between 2011 & 2031? 

• Too many and we over develop 

• Too few and we risk not complying with Horsham District and 

Government policy, being unable to progress the plan and becoming 

vulnerable to speculative planning applications 

Focus Group input from 22 
randomly selected residents of 
Shermanbury Parish 

Foster the sustainable development of housing to meet identified needs whilst 

protecting the character of the parish. 

• To support the development of between 38  and 45 houses within the parish in 

the period to 2031 to reflect local needs and HDC plans 

• To support low density housing which reflects the local vernacular 

• To support maximum developments of between 10 and 20 houses on any one site 

to reflect the local rural vernacular 

• To include affordable housing within developments in compliance with Horsham 

District's planning policy  

Key Objective 

New developments must avoid areas at risk of flooding and which may contribute to 

flood risk 

• To support new developments that do not increase the risk of run off and flooding by 

incorporating sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) 

• Support development that enhances drainage and flood management within the 

parish 

UK and Horsham 

District Council 

Policies 
W.A.S.P 



Barmarks 

Wagstaff 

Fortgate 

Wychwood 

Potential Sites for Housing 
Development May 2015 
Inviting the comments of 

Residents 



Springlands 

Wyndham Pool 

Wheatsheaf 

Potential Sites for Housing 
Development May 2015 
Inviting the comments of 

Residents 



Barmarks 
Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report

Name :- Barmarks
General :- Planning Applications on Site No

Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No

Tree Preservation Orders None

Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No

Site contains Ancient Woodland No

Archaeological interest, Conservation area No

Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No

Greenfield Site Yes

Apparent Contamination No

Listed Buildings in proximity None

Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 1.72 ha  (4.24 acres)

Surroundings :- Trees and hedgerows on W N & E sides

Bus Stop :- Within 150m

Road Access:- Direct on to A281 but close to busy junction

Land :- Grade 3 Agricultural Land (good to moderate) +++

Key Constraints:-

Notes marked  +++ indicates additional information in URS Report
Recommendations:-

Suitability:- How would development relate to surrounding uses Well

How safe are the nearby roads see above

Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance No  >14km

Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre 1.02km

Transport:- Bus at 150m  & Train at 11km

Schooling:- Primary at 1.6km.  Secondary at 8.5km

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 

Utilities:- Probably available in A281 road reserve

Proximity of busy road junction 2 serious and 3 minor 

accidents in last 3 years +++

Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, 

employment >800m  +++

Pond in N-W corner and development may affect 

ecological connection +++

Appropriate for development, nearby bus service, 

opportunities to improve green infrastructure. 

Land Owner Preferences for Development
Reference Name:- Barmarks

Land Registry Title:- SX57164

Land Owners:- Mr ACB  & Mrs RJB Deakin

A proposed development has been submitted to the 
Neighbourhood Planning process



Barmarks 



Wagstaff 

Land Owner Preferences for Development
Reference Name:- Wagstaff
Land Registry Title:- WSX313575
Land Owners:- Mr J D & Mrs YM Kempley

1

2

Mr and Mrs Kempley's Indicative preferences are :-
That both the small field adjacent to the B2116 and the larger 
area bounded on the west side by Shermanbury Grange, the 
south side by the Shermanbury Grange access road and on the 
east side by the A281 are to be developed together.
No specific development plans have been proposed

Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report
Name :- Wagstaff

General :- Planning Applications on Site No
Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No
Tree Preservation Orders  and Ancient Woodland None
Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No
Site contains Ancient Woodland No
Archaeological interest, Conservation area No
Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No
Greenfield Site Yes
Apparent Contamination No
There is a listed building adjacent to East boundary. None
Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 3.54 ha  (8.74 acres)

Surroundings :- Trees and hedgerows on part W, part N & E sides
Residences on Part W, Part N and E sides

Bus Stop :- Within 50m
Road Access:- To B2116  or/and A281 but both within 100m of busy junction

Drive on south side owned by Shermanbury Grange residences
Land :- Grade 3 Agricultural Land (good to moderate) +++

Key Constraints:-

Notes marked  +++ indicates additional information in URS Report
Recommendations:-

Suitability:- How would development relate to surrounding uses Well
How safe are the nearby roads see above

Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance No  >14km
Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre 1.5km

Transport:- Bus on North boundary  & Train at 11.2km
Schooling:- Primary at 1.4km.  Secondary at 8.5km

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 
Utilities:- Probably available in A281 and or B2116 road reserves

Drainage:- Is site in critical area for Surface water drainage? no.

Site is close Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Habitat. North part of 
site may have potential ecological value e.g. bats, badgers & great 
crested newts.

Appropriate site for development. Site in key location, site large 
enough to provide community facilities.
Access on to A281 may have to be high quality.
Mitigation measures maybe required to address biodiversity value 
+++

Proximity of busy road junction 2 serious and 3 minor accidents in 
last 3 years +++
Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, employment 
>800m  +++
Power Lines crossing site from North to South-West



Land Owner Preferences for Development
Reference Name:- Fortgate
Land Registry Title:- WSX272269

Land Owners:- Fortgate Investments Ltd.

A proposed development has been submitted to the 
Neighbourhood Planning process utilizing a sub section 
of the land and is combined with a sub section of the 
neighbouring land entitled Wychwood

Fortgate Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report
Name :- Fortgate

General :- Planning Applications on Site No

Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No

Tree Preservation Orders None

Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No

Site contains Ancient Woodland No

Archaeological interest, Conservation area No

Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No

Greenfield Site Yes

Apparent Contamination No

Listed Buildings in proximity None

Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 3.18 ha  (7.85 acres)

Surroundings :-

Bus Stop :- Within 20m of N-E corner of site

Road Access:- Existing surfaced junction on to A281 road 

Land :- Deemed Grade 3 Agricultural Land (good to moderate) +++

Key Constraints:-

Notes marked  +++ indicates additional information in URS Report
Recommendations:-

Suitability:- "...would be a good choice for a site allocation...."  +++

How would development relate to surrounding uses well

Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance No  >14km

Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre 1.18km

Transport:- Bus - see above and  train at 10.7km

Schooling:- Primary at 1.71km.  Secondary at 8.4km

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 

Utilities:- Probably available in A281 road reserve

Drainage:- Is site in critical area for Surface water drainage? no.

Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, 

employment >800m  +++

Trees and hedgerows on W & E sides and tracksalong N 

and W sides. Residential on other side and on east side 

of A281.

Large site would allow space for community facilities, 

good access, 



Wychwood 

Land Owner Preferences for Development

Reference Name:- Wychwood
Land Registry Title:- WSX197965
Land Owners:- Mrs A Packwood

A proposed development has been submitted to the Neighbourhood 
Planning process utilizing a sub section of the land and is combined 
with a sub section of the neighbouring land entitled Fortgate

Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report
Name :- Wychwood

General :- Planning Applications on Site No
Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No
Tree Preservation Orders None
Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No
Site contains Ancient Woodland No
Archaeological interest, Conservation area No
Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No
Greenfield Site Yes
Apparent Contamination No
Listed Buildings in proximity None
Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 2.16 ha  (5.33 acres)

Surroundings :- Trees and hedgerows on W & E sides
Bus Stop :- Within 20m of north corner

Road Access:- Direct on to A281
Land :- Grade 3 Agricultural Land (good to moderate) +++

Key Constraints:-

Notes marked  +++ indicates additional information in URS Report
Recommendations:- Site is appropriate for development, 

Suitability:- How would development relate to surrounding uses Well
Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance no

Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre 2.0km
Transport:- Bus at  20m  & Train at 10.7km
Schooling:- Primary at 1.7km.  Secondary at 8.2km

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 
Utilities:- Probably available in A281 road reserve

Drainage:- Is site in critical area for surface water drainage? no.

Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, 
employment >800m  +++

Unconstrained by heritage & biodiversity considerations.



Fortgate & 
Wychwood 



Wyndham Pool 

Land Owner Preferences for Development

Reference Name:- Wyndham Pool
Land Registry Title:- WSX312229

Land Owners:- Mr J P & Mrs C L  Clarke

The owners have provided  an architectural plan and elevations 
of a proposed development for the above mentioned land. 

Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report
Name :- Wyndham Pool

General :- yes

Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No

Tree Preservation Orders None

Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No

Site contains Ancient Woodland No

Archaeological interest, Conservation area No

Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No

Greenfield Site Yes

Apparent Contamination No

Listed Building adjacent to site on East side 30m to East

Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 0.19 ha  (0.47 acres)

Plots :- 5 no. @25/ha. URS     

Surroundings :- Trees and hedgerows on North & East side

Bus Stop :- No regular Bus service None

Road Access:- Direct on to Frylands Lane near jctn with Wineham La.

Land :- Part of grassed garden area.

Key Constraints:-

Notes marked  +++ indicates additional information in URS Report
Recommendations:-

Suitability:- Well

Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance No

Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre at Cowfold 3.0 km

Transport:- No bus service  & Train at  Burgess Hill 8.2km

Schooling:- Primary at 2.2km.  Secondary at 10km (not confirmed)

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 

Utilities:-

Drainage:- Is site in critical area for Surface water drainage? no.

2012 Planning Application to change Frylands lane access 

into graden to access from Wineham Lane - yet to be 

actioned  

Water probably available in Wineham Lane, Power 

nearby, foul sewer  nearby

During last three years -2 road accidents within 400m

Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, 

employment >800m  +++

Power line in S-W of site

How would development relate to surrounding uses.

Site benefits from being surrounded by residences - 

actually residences are on 2 sides with an sewage 

treatment plant on west side 



Wyndham Pool 



Springlands 

Land Owner Preferences for Development
Reference Name:- Springlands

Land Registry Title:-WSX339979
Land Owners:- Mr A S & Mrs J E  Arnold

1

2

3

4

5 A row of houses is considered as inappropriate for 
the location would be avoided.

It is envisaged that there would be 1 to 2 large 
mansion type houses each subdivided into 4 
appartments
 primarily for retirees.

The owner intends to develop the southern 33% 
of the abovementioned parcel of land.

The owner provided the following comments with 
respect to preferences:-

There should be plenty of parking all of which should 
be located on the north side of the buildings.

As an alternative 1 to 3 large detached family homes 
on sizeable plots might be considered. 

Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report
Name :- Springlands

General :- Planning Applications No
Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No
Tree Preservation Orders None
Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No
Site contains Ancient Woodland No
Archaeological interest, Conservation area No
Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No
Greenfield Site Yes
Apparent Contamination No
Listed Buildings adjacent to site on East & North sides Yes
Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 0.8 ha approx  i.e 33% 2.4ha approx

Surroundings :-

Bus Stop :- No regular Bus service None
Road Access:- Direct onto existing owner drive leading to Frylands Lane

Land :- Grade 3 Agricultural
Key Constraints:-

Recommendations:-

Suitability:-

Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance No
Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre at Cowfold 3.2 km

Transport:- No bus service  & Train at  Burgess Hill 8.5km
Schooling:- Primary at 2.4km.  Secondary at 10km (not confirmed)

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 
Utilities:-

Access along 500m of Frylands Lane is less than standard 
road with and has blind corners.

Site visible from all sides without additional planting.
Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, 
employment >800m

Landowners suggested development not assessed
How would development relate to surrounding uses.

Water probably available in Frylands Lane, Power & foul 
sewer- not known

Site consists of two areas both are open on W, N and E 
sides with hedges on south sides



Wheatsheaf 

Land Owner Preferences for Development
Reference Name:- Wheatsheaf
Land Registry Title:- WSX112205
Land Owner:- Mr S A Bentley

1

2

3

Mr Bentley stated that:
He is flexible with respect to the type of housing that might be built 
on his land,
He would be prepared, in principle, to contribute free of charge some 
of the land to be used for community uses such as a village green or 
for a village centre.
He understood that any development using his land would allow for 
'affordable' housing in compliance with the Horsham District Council 
Framework Plan policy.

Extracts from URS Site Appraisal Report
Name :- Wheatsheaf

General :- Planning Applications on Site No
Within Area of Outstanding Beauty No
Tree Preservation Orders None
Close to Designated Biodiversity Site No
Site contains Ancient Woodland No
Archaeological interest, Conservation area No
Flood Zone 1 - less than 1:1000 annual probility No
Greenfield Site Yes
Apparent Contamination No
Listed Buildings 120m to S-E and 140m to West 2 nearby
Recreational facilities, public open spaces >800m

Size :- 2.2 ha  (5.4 acres)

Surroundings :- Trees and hedgerows on East side
Bus Stop :- No regular Bus service None

Road Access:- Direct on to B2116 and/or Wineham Lane
Land :- Grade 3 Agricultural Land (good to moderate) +++

Key Constraints:-

Recommendations:- Easy access

Road safety measures would be required
Notes marked  +++ indicates additiona linformation in URS Report

Suitability:- Well
Environmental :- Is site designated as of European Importance No

Community Facilities:- Convenience store, village centre at Henfield 2.4 km
Transport:- No bus service  & Train at  7.0km
Schooling:- Primary at 2.2km.  Secondary at 9km (not confirmed)

Conservation area:- Site is not in or adjacent to a Conservation Area 
Utilities:-

Drainage:- Is site in critical area for Surface water drainage? no.

Water probably available in B2116 road reserve, Power 
OK, foul sewer -not known

How would development relate to surrounding uses.

During last three years there have been 4 minor, 1 major 
and 1 fatal road accidents +++
Recreational facilities, public open spaces, heathcare, 
employment >800m  +++
Site is agricultural Grade 3
There are power lines along southern boundary.

Site is large enough to accommodate recreational 
facilities as well as housing.



Mayfield Market Towns 
Neighbourhood Plan Process – Where a neighbourhood plan is looking allocate land 
for new development it must consider a range of different options, including testing 
them through a Strategic Environmental Assessment. In order to undertake a rigorous 
and open process, the preparation of this Neighbourhood Plan will consider and assess 
all possible sites that have been proposed within the Parish. This includes those parts 
of the proposed Mayfield Market Town that fall within the Parish. 
  
Horsham District Planning Framework Strategy  - “As you will be aware, 
Neighbourhood Plans enable communities to plan and shape the development and 
growth of their local area. The NP needs to be in accordance with the strategy for the 
Horsham District.  With this in mind, when considering the proposal for 2,500 homes a 
proposal of this size is not in accordance with strategy in the emerging Horsham District 
Planning Framework as this site is a strategic size and is not included in the strategy as 
a strategic site.  This was confirmed in the Inspectors Initial Findings on the 
Examination into the HDPF – dated December 2014 when the Inspector stated “…….I 
consider that the very significant increase in the amount of development involved in 
the MMT proposal is not required in current circumstances. “ paragraph 25”  

Julia Dawe,  Planning Policy Advisor – Horsham District Council 



APPENDIX 6

(Exhibition Feedback)
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Analysis of comments recorded at Wineham and Shermanbury  

Neighbour Plan exhibitions. 

1. Introduction 

Public exhibitions were held at on 10th, 27th and 28th May. A mail shot was hand delivered to all 
Wineham and Shermanbury residents in the Parish of Shermanbury inviting them to attend and 
formally record in writing both general and site specific views and comments using a feedback form. 
The Vision and Aims of the Wineham and Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan (WASP) together with 
the details received so far for each of the 7 locations offered as potential housing development sites 
were displayed at these exhibitions. The Vision and Aims displayed, at the exhibitions, were those 
proposed by the WASP Working Group but the potential development sites, their character and 
composition, were as proposed by the owners of the potential site. 

2. The potential sites. 

Seven potential sites are under consideration at this stage of the Neighbourhood planning process. 
These are:   

1. Barmarks: a 1.72 hectare (ha) site on the west side of the Brighton Road, at post code RH13 
8HQ.  

2. Wagstaff: a 3.54ha site at the south west junction of the A281 and B2116 at post code RH13 
8HA 

3. Fortgate and Wychwood was originally proposed as two separate sites but has now been 
combined into one 3.01ha site on the west side Brighton Road, Shermanbury opposite side 
to postcode RH13 8HD 

4. Springlands: a 1.69ha site on Fryland’s lane, Wineham at post code BN5 9BP. 
5. Wyndham Pool: a 0.19ha site on Fryland’s lane opposite Fixcroft cottages at post code BN5 

9BP 
6. Wheatsheaf: a 2.20ha site near the junction of Wineham Lane and Albourne Road at  post 

code BN5 9AG  
7. Mayfield Market Town: a speculative proposal for a new market town on an area of land 

between Sayers Common and Henfield. The proposed development would, as stated on the 
developer’s web site, comprise up to 10,000 new homes and would provide a full range of 
community facilities, such as primary schools, and falls across both Horsham and Mid Sussex 
districts. It would impact on Shermanbury Parish in the south east corner and it has been 
included because all proposed sites in the parish have to be included in the consultation 
process.  
 

3. Analysis of responders by location 

Respondents were from the following post code locations: 
 
BN5 9AG: Wineham Lane, south of Fryland’s Lane - 3 Respondents BN5 9AQ: Wineham Lane, south 
of Fryland’s Lane - 2 Respondents   
BN5 9AT: Wheatsheaf Road - 1 Respondent 
BN5 9AY: Wineham Lane, north of Fryland’s Lane- 2 Respondents 
BN5 9BE: Wheatsheaf Road - 2 Respondents 
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BN5 9BP: Fryland’s Lane Wineham - 6 Respondents 

BN5 9BU: - Fryland’s Lane Wineham - 7 Respondents 

RH13 8HB: Brighton Road Shermanbury (North of junction with B2116) - 4 Respondents  

RH13 8HD: Brighton Road Shermanbury (South of junction with B2116) - 14 Respondents 

RH13 8HE: Brighton Road Shermanbury (North of junction with B2116) - 7 Respondents 

RH13 8HG: Brighton Road Shermanbury (Close to junction with B2116) - 2 Respondents 

RH13 8HH: Woodside Close Shermanbury - 6 Respondents 

RH13 8HN: Shermanbury Grange - 10 Respondents 

RH13 8HQ: Brighton Road Shermanbury (North of junction with B2116) - 8 Respondents 

 

4. Analysis of comments from responders 
 

Overall, 169 residents of the Parish attended the three exhibitions. Seventy five of those attending 

responded by recording 46 general comments about the WASP and 186 specifically about the 

potential sites.  

 

Table 1 shows responses from the Parish Council’s WASP Working Group to the Parishioners’ written 

general comments.  

 

Table 2 shows comments specific to each potential site and are grouped under headings to align 

them with the Aims in the WASP. The number of respondents, their post codes and the number of 

comments per site are also shown. 

 

These heading are:  

Environment,  

Heritage,   

Flooding/Drainage  

Housing Density, Housing numbers, Affordability and the Vernacular (reflecting local traditions), 

Other adverse impacts (e.g. Light Pollution/Noise/Odours),  

Road Safety/Speed and Access,  

Small Business, Connectivity, Community Cohesion and Rural Activities,  

Infrastructure  

Other significant comments. 

 

The analysis of site comments categorised them as: 

x Favourable  – a comment which indicates a positive point of view 

x Adverse  – a comment which indicate a negative point of view 

x Neutral – a comment which is informative or suggests a point of view which should be taken 

account of if the site is to be given further consideration. 
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Table 1 
 

Responses to Written General Comments received from Parishioners 
 

 Comments Response 
1 Developments must not be 

allowed to alter the current  
character of the parish 

In order to address this comment it is necessary to consider the current 
character of the parish. The parish is mainly rural, bound by two roads 
running north – south: the A281 on the western side and Wineham Lane, a C 
road, in the east. There are several other minor roads and bridleways in the 
parish: Fryland’s Lane, The Grove, Kent Street and Buckhatch Lane, and a 
small section of Albourne (Wheatsheaf) Road, but none provide vehicular 
rights of way, east to west, across the parish. It is this lack of thoroughfares 
and dwellings within the hinterland that gives the rural feel to the parish. 
However, both Wineham Lane and the A281 Shermanbury have existing 
ribbon developments on both sides, of varying densities. The eastern side of 
the A281 in Shermanbury is developed along 67% of its length, including an 
existing group of 22 dwellings at Woodside Close at a density of 12.6 per 
hectare (ha) and 29% on the western side, which includes a development of 
19 renovated and new builds (set in parkland at Shermanbury Grange) at a 
density of about 8 per ha.  Two of the potential developments on the A281, 
for which layouts were exhibited, will be screened from existing dwellings, 
and will have trees planted within them. The housing densities proposed for 
these are between 10 and 13 per ha. 
 

2 The proposals to provide 
public space as village greens 
and the potential for future 
development of parish 
facilities are less important 
than retaining the current 
natural areas 

The Initial 2013 survey, which was distributed to all households in the parish 
asked for aspects that were 'enjoyed 'and/ or 'needed change' and/or were 
'missing'. Of the 74 (35% of households) responses, 20 said that a community 
centre or play area was 'missing'. Some land owners responded to this need 
with the provision of a community facility. Shermanbury Parish could not 
financially support a hall at present, land would be set aside for potential use 
for this purpose in the future. 
 

3 Large scale development is 
not in keeping with the 
character of the parish 

The largest development proposed is 35 dwellings which is significantly 
larger than Woodside close which has 22 dwellings on the east side of the 
A281. Woodside Close formed the benchmark for the recommendation of 
the Focus Groups: “no site should contain more than 20 dwellings”. 
 
This was conveyed to the owners of the potential sites by letter in March 
2015.         
  

4 Larger sites would create a 
more cohesive community 
environment because of the 
ability to provide parish 
facilities (e.g. village hall, 
community space, children’s 
play area)   
    

The need for greater community cohesion featured amongst the views of 
those completing the Parish Survey and at the Focus Groups.  
   

5 Build on brownfield sites and 
preserve green fields 

No 'brown field' sites were put forward by owners and there are very few, if 
any, such sites of sufficient size in Shermanbury   
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6 We should not be planning to 
build any new homes in the 
Parish 

The working group, with guidance from Government Agencies, Horsham 
District Council (HDC) and our own independent consultant has concluded 
that in order for the plan to pass the HDC strategic planners and an 
Independent Examiner, Shermanbury has to make a contribution to the 
Horsham District Framework plan figure of 1500 from local Parishes. 
 
If the parish does not make a reasonable contribution then the plan will be 
rejected and leave us open to large developments being approved by 
Housing Inspectors before we can re-submit the plan. Re-submittal will 
require repeating our Parish consultation, which could take at least 12 
months. 
 

7 Shermanbury is not a 
sustainable location for 
housing development 
  

Examination of judgements by Government Planning Inspectors regarding 
the suitability of semi-rural locations provides guidance about how 
sustainability with regard to local amenities is viewed. The guidance states 
that where a site is within 2km walking distance by footpath or 5km by cycle 
of shops and social infrastructure and has regular bus services it may be 
suitable for development. All proposed sites in Shermanbury on the A281 are 
within this guidance. 
      

8 Some sites will flood from the 
River Adur overflowing 

None of the sites are indicated as being within the Environment Agency's 
defined areas of flooding from the river. 
 

9 Some sites proposed will 
flood after heavy rain and 
cause an increase flood risk to 
neighbouring properties 

This represents a Policy Area for the WASP. It will prohibit the development 
of any site for which there is evidence that demonstrates an increase to the 
flood risk to neighbouring properties that cannot be adequately mitigated. 
 
Most new housing sites require a Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS) 
to be installed. This consists of a water storage 'installation' such as a pond 
or an underground chamber. The storage installation stores the water during 
heavy rainfall and releases it at a calculated rate. The calculated rate is the 
rate at which precipitation water would have drained off the site as if there 
had been no development.   
 

10 Plan development on a 
number of small sites and not 
on “cramped” large sites.
    
    

The parish council is seeking to positively respond to the identified need for 
affordable housing. Government guidance only requires a proportion of 
affordable housing as part of new housing development where the total 
number of houses is 11 or more or the total floor area exceeds 1000sqm. 
Comments at the exhibition, the focus groups, the parish survey and the 
Housing Needs Survey all support the need for affordable housing.  
The Focus Groups recommended low density housing developments and this 
requirement was conveyed to those proposing sites. Indicative and 
comparative densities are:  
 
Proposed Sites in Shermanbury for which densities are available: 
x Barmarks (10.3 dwellings per ha)   
x Fortgate & Wychwood (11.6 per ha) 
x Wyndham Pool (20.05 per ha) 

 
Existing Comparable Sites: 
x Woodside Close (12.9 per ha) 
x Shermanbury Grange (8.4 per ha  - in a parkland environment 
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x A281 East side (6.5 per ha - very long gardens)  
x Deer Park – Henfield (26 per ha  - a recent new development shown as 

an example for comparison)     
 
Note 1. All site areas were calculated using 'Parish OnLine’  
      
Note 2. The larger proposed sites are “low” density as recommended by the 
Focus Groups and only sites over 10 properties allow for the inclusion of 
affordable housing.  
      

11 Plan for housing development 
by organic growth and infill to 
provide the small number of 
dwellings required 
   
    

Organic growth and infill implies very small sites of 1 to 5 dwellings. One 
such site is proposed in the WASP and another has subsequently been 
offered. 
 
Relying only on organic growth and infill means there would unlikely to be 
any affordable housing, preventing us from meeting the identified need. 
 

12 The total number of houses 
of between 38 - 45 proposed 
within the WASP and the 
method of calculation was 
raised as a concern 

The working group, with guidance from Government Agencies, HDC and the 
Parish’s own independent expert advisor has concluded that for the plan to 
have the best chance of successfully passing Independent Examination, 
Shermanbury has to make a contribution to the Horsham District Framework 
Plan figure of 1500 from parishes. 
 
The ranges of housing numbers quoted originally were calculated by three 
independent expert consultants: Action in Rural Sussex, URS Infrastructure & 
Environment UK Limited (URS) and Dowsett Mayhew. The Parish is required 
to think beyond its own boundaries and consider wider needs for additional 
housing. Failure to demonstrate numbers based on need will cause the plan 
to fail at appraisal by an examiner. Since the exhibitions were held further 
work has been undertaken by independent planning consultants, Dowsett 
Mayhew to assess housing needs for the period to 2031. The actual number 
of dwellings required for inclusion in the WASP is therefore being re-
evaluated and will be based on this work. 
 
Note. The difficult challenge is to propose developments in the WASP which 
will satisfy HDC, the Independent Examiner and the Parishioners.  
 

13 Light pollution from new 
developments will adversely 
impact surrounding 
properties 
 

This concern is understandable and WASP will include policies which 
minimise light pollution. 

14 There is concern that there 
will be an increase in road 
accidents 
    
    

It is accepted that there will be a small increase in traffic movements but 
compared with the number of vehicles that currently use the road, it will be 
minimal. The parish council has, and is investigating, traffic calming measures 
that might be applied. 

15 Frylands Lane not suitable for 
more traffic 

This concern has been noted and will be considered when relevant proposed 
sites undergo sustainability assessment. 
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16 Utilities and the local 
infrastructure (schools, 
doctors etc.)  capacity will be 
insufficient for an additional 
development in Shermanbury 

Utilities have a statutory responsibility to provide services. The potential 
sites are relatively well located for the provision of utility services. 
 
Local authorities are responsible for the provision of the social infrastructure 
to meet demands. The number of possible new dwellings proposed for 
Shermanbury is a small fraction of those proposed within Henfield (up to 
481) and Partridge Green and facilities will, of necessity, be expanded to 
meet demand. 
 

17 There has been insufficient 
consultation with 
parishioners on the proposed 
developments 

The WASP process started in August 2013 and since then there has been a 
dedicated area on the Parish website and progress reports about the WASP 
have been published in local magazines (e.g. Thirteen8, BN5). There has also 
been a public meeting in 2014, two exhibitions at Parish Fetes, two Parish 
Surveys, plus several postal drops distributed to every property in the Parish, 
and information about all events has been displayed on Parish notice boards.  
Three focus group meetings were held towards the end of 2014 followed by 
the three public exhibitions in May at three separate locations.  
 

18 The proposed developments 
are not in keeping with HDC 
or Focus Group views 

The WASP has to be compliant with the Horsham District Framework Plan 
and HDC will inspect the final plan to ensure general compliance with their 
policies. The proposals made by landowners may not currently reflect Focus 
Group recommendations and this will be addressed. 
 

19 There were a number of 
general comments supporting 
the Objectives and Vision and 
the way the WASP team 
presented the developing 
(WASP) plan and the 
proposals of land owners. 

The WASP working party is a small group of parishioners who work 
voluntarily developing the plan. They are supported by a team of 
independent experts who ensure the Neighbourhood Planning rules are 
followed. Our raison d'être is to protect the parish from an increasingly 
unsustainable housing market and to seek ways of creating benefits for the 
parish from limited housing development which is a necessary component of 
that protection. 
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Table 2 

Summary of comments specific to each potential site 

Site 1 – Barmarks 
 
No of respondents: 15 
Post codes of respondents: (7) RH13 8HQ, RH13 8HE, BN5 9BP, RH13 8HN, RH13 8HH, BN5 9AG, RH13 8HD 
No of comments: 23 
 
Environment  

Favourable: 4 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
1. Practical and attractive, 
2. Sustainable in a generally 

built up area 
3. Ideal solution with little 

impact on surroundings and 
least intrusive/damaging 

 

  

 
Flooding/Drainage 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
Minimal chance of flooding Possible flooding issue 

 
 

 
Housing Density  

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1, Neutral: 1 
 
 

Too great Could be supported at half the 
density more footpaths and 
wildlife places 

Housing numbers  
Favourable: 1 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 3 
Good mix of housing and play 
area 
 
 

42 houses far too many  
 

1. 5-6 chalet preferred 
2. Only space for 10/12  
3. Urge small more desirable 

developments (where & 
what not specified) 

 
Vernacular (reflecting local traditions) 

Favourable: 4 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 1 
1. Sussex style as shown is 

"excellent" and sympathetic 
to the local area 

2. Favourable design 
3. Least damaging proposal in 

local style 

Too inward looking turn it around 
 

Use local styles 

 
Other impacts (e.g. lighting/visual/noise/odours)   

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 1 
Trees & Hedges - hence minimal 
visual impact 

 Less conspicuous than Wagstaff 
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Road safety/speed 
Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
Good site lines to A281 
 

  

 
Infrastructure,  

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
On a bus route with access to 
shops and services 

  
 

 

Site 2 – Wagstaff 
 
No of respondents: 17 
Post codes of respondents:  (7) RH13 8HE, BN5 9BP, RH13 8HQ, RH13 8HN, RH13 8HH, RH13 8HB, RH13 8HD 
No of comments: 28 
 
Environment 

Favourable: 4 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
1. Sustainable in a generally 

built up area 
2. Possible best site, would 

have least environmental 
impact 

3. Scrubland site is ideal  

Preferable if left as waste land 
 

 

 
Heritage 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 Would destroy the character and 

history of Shermanbury 
 

 
Housing Numbers 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 1 
 1. Focus group felt 10 should 

be limit. (Note. The actual 
number agreed by the 
focus group was 10 – 20) 

2. 70/71 too many houses 

2/3% over 10 year period 

 
Affordability 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 Houses built on scrubland will not 

be affordable  
 

 
Vernacular (reflecting local traditions) 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 3 
Scrub land at B2116 ideal 
alongside cottages 
 

 1. Houses should reflect those 
opposite & be only one deep  

2. Convert deserted farm 
buildings, (barn conversions)  

3. Development possible as 
extension of Wagstaff 
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cottages 
 
Other impacts (e.g. lighting/visual/noise/odours)  

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 Extent of new roadway will 

require orange lights every few 
yards 

 

 
Road safety/speed 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 "The road" will become more 

dangerous, need 30 limit 
 

 
 
Access 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 2 
Access - via A281 and B2116 Too close to major road junction 

& double bend 
1. Potential to improve the 

junction with A281  
2. Needs safe access on fast 

road 
 
Community cohesion 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
Potential for creating a village   

 
Infrastructure 

Favourable: 2 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 1 
1. Easy pedestrian access to 

Partridge Green 
2. On a bus route with access 

to shops and services 

Infrastructure not able to support 
new homes 

Could be (the) centre of village  
 

 
Other significant comments 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 2 Neutral: 1 
Generally supportive & 
instructive (informative)  

1. Against Neighbourhood plan 
objective G (see note 
below).  

2. Takes away needed 
agricultural land. 

Windfall for those outside parish 

 
Note. WASP Objective G: Support rural activities including farming and equestrian development. Enhance the 
sustainability of the parish by supporting the sympathetic diversification of land use in keeping with its rural 
character. 
 
 
Site 3 – Fortgate and Wychwood 
 
No of respondents: 30 
Post codes of respondents: (9) RH13 8HQ, RH13 8HN, RH13 8HE, RH13 8HD, BN5 9BP, RH13 8HQ, RH13 8HH, 
BN5 9AG, RH13 8HB 
No of comments: 93 
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Environment 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 9 Neutral: 1 

Would have the least impact 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Urban style townhouses are 

out of place and would alter 

the feel of Shermanbury and 

change it from a hamlet to a 

village  

2. Too great a negative impact 

on farm land and 

surrounding properties 

3. Not sympathetic and 

inappropriate to rural area. 

Other sites more suited to rural 

development 

 

 

Flooding/Drainage  
Favourable: 0 Adverse: 16 Neutral: 0 

 1. Too close to flood plain land  

so significantly increases 

flooding risk affecting 

existing and proposed 

houses 

2. Current combined drainage 

system would not cope with 

large development.  

3. Environment Agency's 

extent of flood plain is 

flawed 

 

 

Housing Density 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral:  

 Out of step  

 

Housing numbers 
Favourable: 0 Adverse: 15 Neutral: 3 

 1. The size and number of 

proposed dwellings is too 

great in relation to existing 

housing on east side of A281 

and is not needed 

2. No demand for such a large 

development 

3. Estate style development is 

the 1st step to urbanisation 

and not in keeping with (the) 

area 

1. Reduce in size  

2. Small builds for small 

builders  

3. Smaller sites would provide 

more than sufficient (site).  

 

 

 

Affordability 
Favourable: 1 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 

Generally supportive mentioning 

affordable housing 

Don't need social housing  

 

Vernacular (reflecting local traditions)  
Favourable: 1 Adverse: 6 Neutral: 2 
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Sustainable in a generally built up 
area 
 

1. Proposed dwellings do not 
match the eclectic style of 
properties on east side of 
A281.  

2. Urban style town houses are 
not sympathetic, are out of 
place and inappropriate to 
rural area – not reflecting 
the community’s needs 

3. Design is "matching pairs of 
Lego style" does not match 
the existing eclectic style.  

1. Houses opposite are 
restricted in height 

2. Should reflect properties 
opposite 

 
Other impacts (e.g. lighting/visual/noise/odours)   

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 5 Neutral: 0 
Houses on east side of A281 will 
be screened (from proposed 
development) 
 

1. Noise and light pollution will 
decrease the quality of life 
for current residents 

2. Street lighting is not in 
keeping with the character 
of the village 

3. Estate will (probably) have 
street lights - 1st step to 
urbanisation 

 

 
Road safety/speed  

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 8 Neutral: 1 
 1. High increase in traffic 

volume from new 
development will be 
dangerous and will add to 
traffic problems 

2. Additional bus layby(s) will 
increase traffic problems 

30mph speed limit on A281 
advisable without street lighting 
 

 
Access 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 5 Neutral: 0 
 1. (70) Extra cars will increase 

traffic problems 
2. Safety will be compromised 

because of additional 
multiple accesses onto 
existing  fast road 

3. Dangerous access will 
introduce additional traffic 
problems on busy road 

 

 
 
Community cohesion 

Favourable: 2 Adverse: 4 Neutral: 1 
1. Could provide local 

amenities 
1. Extra (140) people would 

change the character of the 
Village hall a white elephant 
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2. Benefits of the Community 
Infrastructure Ley (CIL) and 
open spaces 

 

parish 
2. Offer of land for amenity is 

developer’s ploy and is not 
supported 

3. Community space not 
supported 

 
Infrastructure 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 5 Neutral: 0 
On a bus route with access to 
shops and services 
 

1. Not enough schools or GPs 
to support new 
development 

2. No suitable support 
infrastructure 

 

 
Other significant comments 

Favourable: 2 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 1 
1. Well thought out small build  
2. Generally supportive 

mentioning two entrances 

 Might not offend on S/bury 
Corner 

 
 
Site 4 - Springlands 
 
No of respondents: 4 
Post codes of respondents: (4) BN5 9AQ, BN5 9BP, RH13 8HN, BN5 9BU 
No of comments: 6 
 
Housing Density 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
Open low density feel   

 
Vernacular (reflecting local traditions)  

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 Does not reflect the community 

needs 
 

 
Access 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 2 Neutral: 0 
 Fryland’s Lane safety problems at 

junction with Wineham Lane,  
Access problems at site 

 

 
Infrastructure 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 No bus service  

 

 
Site 5 - Wyndham Pool 
 
No of respondents: 9 
Post codes of respondents:  (4) BN5 9AQ,BN5 9BP, BN5 9BU, RH13 8HN 
No of comments: 17 
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Heritage 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 3 Neutral: 0 
 1. The natural spring behind 

Fixcroft may be lost 
2. New properties too close 

to a listed building 
3. Trees and wildlife will be 

lost - adversely affecting 
heritage and ecosystem 

 

 
Flooding/Drainage 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 4 Neutral: 0 
 There is a historical risk of severe 

flooding and poor drainage 
 

 
Housing Density 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
Open low density feel   

 
Housing numbers 

Favourable: 1 Adverse: 0 Neutral: 0 
Site supported as 'infill'   

 
Affordability 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 No affordable houses provided  

 
Road safety/speed 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 4 Neutral: 1 
 There are safety problems at the 

junction of Fryland’s Lane with 
Wineham Lane which will be 
increased 

 

 
Access 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 Fryland’s Lane is too narrow and 

congested to accommodate 
additional housing 

 

 
Infrastructure, 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 
 No bus service  

 

 
 
Site 6 – Wheatsheaf 
 
No of respondents: 5 
Post codes of respondents: (2) BN5 9AG, BN5 9AT 
No of comments: 7 
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Environment: 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 2 Neutral: 0 

 1. Not in keeping to develop on 
this rural site and the OLUS 
air pollution causes of health 
problems 

2. Would alter the rural nature 

 

 
Flooding/Drainage 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 2 Neutral: 1 

 Area subject to flooding and 
development would exacerbate 
current problems of flooding 

No mains drainage will require 
additional septic tank operation 
 

 
Housing numbers  

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 

 (Development is) Too large   

 
Infrastructure 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 0 

 Shops, schools, and health 
centres at considerable distance 
and no public transport 

 

 

 
Site 7 – Mayfield Market Town 
 
No of respondents: 9 
Post codes of respondents: (6) BN5 9AG, BN5 9AQ, BN5 9AY, BN5 9BE, BN5 9BP, BN5 9AY 
No of comments: 12 
Environment 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 10 Neutral: 0 

 1. Totally unacceptable 
2. All residents are totally and 

wholeheartedly opposed 
and object  

3. Small sites <100 maintain 
the environment, >1000 
terrifying 

 

 
Housing numbers 

Favourable: 0 Adverse: 1 Neutral: 1 

 All existing residents object to 
scale and size 

Smaller A281 sites is a good idea 

 

 



APPENDIX 7

(Horsham District Council Feedback)



WASP  HDC Advice/Comment Comment WASP updated (underlined text is 
additional text to be included in the 
WASP, strikethrough text to be deleted 
from WASP)

Front cover
&
page 3

Identifies a discrepancy between the plan period on 
the front cover (2014-2031) and page 3 (2011  
2031).

HDC recommend Plan period is consistent.

WASP 
updated to 
reflect plan 
period of 
2014-2031.

Yes

Para 1.7 HDC recommends WASP is updated with respect 
to  current planning policy given the Inspector’s 
report has now been received for the HDPF.

WASP 
updated to 
reflect HDPF 
adoption.

Yes

Para 1.8 Typo re Inspectors report; Typo 
amended.

Yes

Page 6 
onwards

Comment re formatting Formatting 
updated- Final 
doc to be sent 
to NPGW as 
PDF 
document.

Yes

Policy 3: 
Heritage Assets

Typo re ‘Parishes heritage’

Highlighted bullet points refer to harm to heritage
assets and their settings, HDC recommend policy
should read “heritage assets or their settings”

Typo 
amended.

Yes



WASP  HDC Advice/Comment Comment WASP updated (underlined text is 
additional text to be included in the 
WASP, strikethrough text to be deleted 
from WASP)

Policy 7: 
Housing 
Numbers

HDC highlight that the WASP will provide for the
development of 20-29 homes, achieved at 
Barmarks and Wyndham Pool, however both these 
sites together (according to their respective 
policies) would deliver between 14 and 24 homes?

HDC recommend policy reflect Policy 16 of the 
HDPF in that a financial contribution could be
acceptable where on site provision is not 
achievable

For clarity the 
policy has 
been updated. 

Affordable 
housing policy 
section has 
been updated 
to reflect the 
HPDF 
strategic 
policy.

Policy wording amended to read

 “The WASP provides for the development 
of 20 - 29 homes for the period 2014-2031. 
To contribute to achieving this, the following 
sites will be supported for residential 
development;

•Barmarks
•Wyndham Pool

Affordable housing on sites between 5 and 
14 will require 20% of dwellings to be 
affordable and sites of 15 dwellings or more 
will require 35% of dwellings to be 
affordable. Where on-site provision is not 
achievable a financial contribution 
equivalent to the cost to the developer of 
providing the units on site”.



WASP  HDC Advice/Comment Comment WASP updated (underlined text is 
additional text to be included in the 
WASP, strikethrough text to be deleted 
from WASP)

Policy 8: 
Affordable 
Housing

HDC recommend policy wording is updated to 
read;

Any development bringing forward affordable 
housing will need to demonstrate the following 
criteria to ensure those with a local connection 
have priority. In order to demonstrate a local 
connection such individual will need to 
demonstrate;

Immediately before taking up occupation of an 
Affordable Housing Unit that they had their only or 
principal home in Shermanbury Parish for a 
continuous period of not less than three years or 
had moved from the Parish during the previous 
three years because  was not able easily to 
compete in the open market for housing in the 
Parish of X.

A member of their household has a parent, adult 
child, brother or sister whose only or principal home 
is and has been for a continuous period of not less 
than three years in the Parish of X and wishes to 
be nearer that relative or

Is and has been permanently employed in the 
Parish of X for a continuous period of not less than 
three years.

NPGW agree 
policy wording 
is amended to 
reflect HDC 
advise. 

Policy wording included and amended to 
read; 
Any Development bringing forward 
affordable housing will need to demonstrate 
the following criteria to ensure those with a 
local connection have priority. In order to 
demonstrate a local connection such 
individual will need to demonstrate;

Immediately before taking up occupation of 
an Affordable Housing Unit that they had 
their only or principal home in Shermanbury 
Parish for a continuous period of not less 
than three years or had moved from the 
Parish during the previous three years 
because they were  was not unable to easily 
to compete in the open market for housing 
in the Parish of X.

A member of their household has a parent, 
adult child, brother or sister whose only or 
principal home is and has been for a 
continuous period of not less than three 
years in the Parish of X and wishes to be 
nearer that relative or



WASP  HDC Advice/Comment Comment WASP updated (underlined text is 
additional text to be included in the 
WASP, strikethrough text to be deleted 
from WASP)

Policy 8 cont'd Where no person or insufficient persons have a 
connection with the Parish of X then the 
neighbouring parishes of X shall be substituted for 
the Parish of X. 

Is and has been permanently employed in 
the Parish of X for a continuous period of 
not less than three years.

Where no person or insufficient persons 
have a connection with the Parish of X then 
the neighbouring parishes of X shall be 
substituted for the Shermanbury Parish of 
X. 

Policy 9: 
Density and Mix

HDC questions whether the 16 dph figure is 
justified.

Questions what is the position if the surrounding 
area is characterised by higher densities.

Policy has been updated to read;

“Development proposals will be supported 
where;

A suitable mix of dwelling type and sizes to 
meet the needs of current and future 
households is provided;
The density of housing is in keeping with 
existing densities in the surrounding area;  
or
Where density is less than 16 dwellings per 
hectare”.



WASP  HDC Advice/Comment Comment WASP updated (underlined text is 
additional text to be included in the 
WASP, strikethrough text to be deleted 
from WASP)

Policy 10: 
Change of Use, 
Conversion and 
Redevelopment

Questions how/where the clear local environmental
improvements or benefits are defined.

Clear local 
environmental 
improvements 
or benefits 
deleted from 
policy.

Yes- wording deleted.

Policy 11: 
Shermanbury 
Allocation

HDC questions why the allocation is between 10 
and  20 units?

They believe this to be a very low density and is 
lower than the 16 dph set out in policy 9. HDC 
consider16 dph on this site would equate to around 
30 dwellings;

With regards the  0.2 hectares of land which is 
sought for a community facility – HDC questions 
whether this is justified and what would it be used 
for? Also, how and who would deliver any 
community building?

Recommend final point is less specific and should 
read ‘Suitable safe access can be achieved’

Supporting text  
sets out the 
justification for 
allocation

Community 
facility 
requirement 
justified in 
supporting 
text.

Yes



WASP  HDC Advice/Comment Comment WASP updated (underlined text is 
additional text to be included in the 
WASP, strikethrough text to be deleted 
from WASP)

Policy 12 
Wineham 
Allocation

HDC questions whether 4 units here would be 
higher than the 16 dph of policy 9 and would this 
therefore need to be refused as contrary to that 
policy;

HDC also highlighted the policy requires vehicular
access from Wineham Lane and not Frylands 
Lane. HDC believe this would prevent frontage 
development along Frylands Lane (which would 
reflect the existing character) and also require a 
tenuous link in from Wineham Lane past the 
heritage asset of Wyndham Pool.

Density and 
Mix Policy as 
amended will 
ensure density 
is not contrary 
to policy.

Policy wording with respect to access 
remains unchanged. Following discussion 
the NPGW believe the most appropriate 
access for the site to be from WIneham 
Lane which has permission for an existing 
access. Access off Frylands Lane would 
necessitate the removal of existing 
hedgerows and would increase vehicular 
movement on the existing Lane. 

Policy 13 Small 
Business 
Development

Clarity sought re bullet point 2 

Query re point 3, how would ‘high quality’ in respect 
of equestrian activities be determined?;

Comments 
noted.

 

Policy amended to read: “Development 
enables small scale business growth 
through the use of redundant farm buildings 
and other facilities to support small 
enterprises”
“High quality” deleted from policy.



SA HDC Recommendation Comment SA updated

Para 3.4 You may wish to add something about the newly increased 
800dpa figure and the adopted plan.

SA to reflect HDPF 
adoption.

Yes

Para 3.10 HDC also advised that the impact on the Cowfold AQMA 
should also be taken into consideration 

Comment noted. N/A

4: Sustainability
Framework
Objectives and
Indicators

At present the environmental indicators do not present an 
opportunity to monitor impacts on air quality or Human 
Health? It may be useful to consider it under Objective 5

Additional indicator 
included on air quality. 

Yes

Objective 13:
Tourism

This may be hard to monitor Indicator deleted. Yes



APPENDIX 8

(Regulation 14 Consultation Notices)



Wednesday,)10)February)2016)12:13:12)Greenwich)Mean)Time

Page)1)of)1

Subject: Fwd:%Reminder%of%Wineham%and%Shermanbury%Neighbourhood%Plan%Pre9Submissoin
Consulta=on

Date: Wednesday,%10%February%2016%09:58:37%Greenwich%Mean%Time
From: Dawn%Langston
To: Laura%Bourke

9999999999%Original%Message%9999999999
From:%Dawn%Langston%<shermanbury@pcouncil.co.uk>
To:%shermanbury@pcouncil.co.uk
Date:%16%December%2015%at%13:13
Subject:%Reminder%of%Wineham%and%Shermanbury%Neighbourhood%Plan%Pre9Submissoin
Consulta=on

*Wineham)&)Shermanbury)Neighbourhood)Plan)PreHSubmission)ConsultaJon*

Shermanbury%Parish%Council%is%preparing%a%Neighbourhood%Plan%for%the%Parish%in
accordance%with%the%Town%&%Country%Planning%Act%1990,%Planning%&%Compulsory
Purchase%Act%2004,%Localism%Act%2011%and%Neighbourhood%Planning%(General)
Regula=ons%2012.

The%Parish%Council%intends%the%Plan%to%establish%a%vision%of%the%future%of%the%parish
and%to%set%out%how%that%vision%will%be%realised%through%planning%and%controlling%land
use%and%development%change.%Specifically,%the%Plan%proposes%how%much%new%housing
should%be%built%in%the%parish%up%to%2031%and%where%this%housing%should%be%built.

The%purpose%of%this%‘Pre9Submission’%version%of%the%Plan%and%accompanying
Sustainability%Appraisal%is%to%consult%the%local%community%and%statutory%authori=es
on%the%Plan’s%proposed%policies,%in%accordance%with%Regula=on%14%of%The
Neighbourhood%Planning%(General)%Regula=ons%2012.

The%consulta=on%period%commenced%on%7th%December%2015%and%ends%on%25th
January%2016.

The%Pre9Submission%Neighbourhood%Plan%and%Sustainability%Appraisal%can%be
downloaded%in%PDF%format%from%the%village%website%at
hap://www.shermanburyparishcouncil.co.uk

Comments%should%be%sent%directly%to%the%parish%clerk%at%email%address
shermanbury@pcouncil.co.uk%

Dawn%Langston

Clerk%to%Shermanbury%Parish%Council



Wineham and Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan (WASP) 

Following two years of consultation, the draft Wineham and 
Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan, setting out the proposed 
housing provision for the parish to 2031, is now available and 
comments are being invited from members of the parish. You 
can view it online or request a copy at: www.shermanburyparishcouncil.co.uk 

If you prefer, there are hard copies available for viewing at the following 
locations: 
The Royal Oak, Wineham Lane 
The Bull, Mockbridge on the A281 
The Hare and Hounds, Cowfold 

Henfield Library 
Henfield Parish Council Offices 
West Grinstead Parish Council Offices 

Comments can be made by email to: shermanbury@pcouncil.co.uk or by post 
to: The Parish Clerk, 67 Oak Tree Drive, Hassocks BN6 8YA 
Comments must be received by 25th January 2016, when the 

consultation period ends. 
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Wineham and Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan (WASP) 

Following two years of consultation, the draft Wineham and 
Shermanbury Neighbourhood Plan, setting out the proposed 
housing provision for the parish to 2031, is now available and 
comments are being invited from members of the parish. You 
can view it online or request a copy at: www.shermanburyparishcouncil.co.uk 

If you prefer, there are hard copies available for viewing at the following 
locations: 
The Royal Oak, Wineham Lane 
The Bull, Mockbridge on the A281 
The Hare and Hounds, Cowfold 

Henfield Library 
Henfield Parish Council Offices 
West Grinstead Parish Council Offices 

Comments can be made by email to: shermanbury@pcouncil.co.uk or by post 
to: The Parish Clerk, 67 Oak Tree Drive, Hassocks BN6 8YA 
Comments must be received by 25th January 2016, when the 

consultation period ends. 



The$Neighbourhood$Planning$Team$at$Shermanbury$Parish$Council$have$taken$
your$views$into$considera;on$and$with$guidance$from$experts$and$following$a$
review$by$Horsham$District$Council$it$is$now$your$chance$to$comment.$
$$$$$$$

Wineham$and$Shermanbury$
Neighbourhood$Plan$

•  The$plans$are$available$on$the$website$www.shermanburyparishcouncil.co.uk$$Or$$$
•  They$can$be$viewed$at$the$Royal$Oak,$Wineham,$the$Bull,$Mockbridge$and$The$

Hare$&$Hounds$in$Cowfold,$Henfield$Library,$Henfield$Parish$Council$Offices$
West$Grinstead$Parish$Council$Offices.$Or$$$

•  Apply$to$the$Parish$Clerk$by$email$to$shermanbury@pcouncil.co.uk$or$by$
wri;ng$to:$

The$Parish$Clerk,$Shermanbury$Parish$Council,$$
67,$Oak$Tree$Drive,$Hassocks,$BN06$8YA$$

$Comments$must$be$received$in$wri;ng$by$the$Parish$Clerk$by$
25th$January$2016$

$$

The$DraB$Neighbourhood$Plan$
is$now$available$for$your$

review.$



APPENDIX 9

(Consultation Bodies Notification: Regulation 14)




